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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
TOPOLOGICAL MARKERS FOR SUBCELLULAR CHEMICAL MAPPING USING
TOF-SIMS
by
Anthony Castellanos
Florida International University, 2019
Miami, Florida
Professor Francisco Fernandez-Lima, Major Professor
Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) is a powerful mass
spectrometry imaging technique that is uniquely suited to the study of small and
challenging biological samples. Mass spectrometry imaging permits the simultaneous
detection of chemical species without a priori knowledge of a sample. In the present work,
the use of endogenous chemical species, three-dimensional dual-beam depth profiling, and
multi-modal mass spectrometry approaches are utilized to increase the specificity and
reliability of sub-cellular chemical assignments. In addition, the use of these
complimentary indicators serve as useful quality controls to ensure optimal preparation of
samples for a high-vacuum environment. In the study of gunshot residue, the simultaneous
detection of ‘characteristic’ inorganic and organic components using TOF-SIMS combined
with secondary electron imaging from a particulate enabled confirmation of gunshot origin
in a single analysis. The use of high spatial resolution TOF-SIMS imaging (~250 nm)
permitted, for the first time, the localization and quantification of anti-tumor drug inside
glioblastoma cells at therapeutic levels. The study of mosquito ovarian follicles from Aedes
aegypti as a function of diet using 3D-TOF-SIMS imaging permitted, for the first time, the
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identification of endogenous molecular components within the oocyte, nurse cells, and
follicular cells. When complemented with stable isotope labeling, 3D-TOF-SIMS allowed
for the first time the mapping of de novo synthesized triacylglycerides as a function diet
during the previtellogenic resting stage in mosquitoes; parallel studies using LC-TIMSMS/MS permitted the identification and quantification of de novo synthesized
triacylglycerides as a function of diet and time after eclosion. Lastly, a multi-modal, in situ
imaging protocol is described for the first time capable of protein/small molecule
characterization and localization of biomarkers associated with human acute wound
healing.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1

1.1 Mass Spectrometry
In 1913, Thomson demonstrated the ability to disperse various atomic species
across a photographic plate using magnetic and electric fields.1, 2 It was observed that the
deflection of such ions, for a given set of conditions, could in fact be interpreted so as to
deduce the atomic weight for any given analyte. In 1918, A.J. Dempster brought the
technique to fruition by constructing the first ‘mass spectrometer,’ capable of reading ion
current as a function of an analytes deflection.3 As a result, a new method for chemical
analysis allowed for the interrogation of molecules and their isotopes in vacuum.3, 4
Today, the developed analytical technique is known as mass spectrometry (MS). In
mass spectrometry, the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of analytes are accurately determined
for numerous applications, including identification of unknowns and quantitation of trace
materials. Given its high sensitivity and specificity, mass spectrometers have been
increasingly popular in a variety of scientific fields including environmental sciences,5-8
pharmacology,9,

10

and biochemistry.11,

12

According to Clarivate Analytics’ Web of

Science, mass spectrometry has been featured in a growing number of publications per
year, exceeding 47,000 in the year 2018 alone (Figure 1.1).

2

Number of Publications

Web of Science Publications using Mass
Spectrometry
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50,000
40,000
30,000
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Figure 1.1 Number of publications with the keyword ‘Mass Spectrometry’ in Web of Science Core Collection
as of the end of 2018.

Invariably, there are three attributes common to all MS configurations: (1)
ionization of analytes, (2) separation of ions in the m/z dimension, and (3) signal detection.
Selection of the mass spectrometric technique always depends on the chemical properties
of the analyte, including aspects such as volatility, polarity, molecular weight, and the
physical state of the sample, to name a few. In gas chromatography mass spectrometry
(GC-MS), for example, non-polar volatile analytes are separated with the use of a carrier
gas and subsequently ionized by an electron impact ionization source.13 When polar or nonvolatile liquids are analyzed, liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) with
sources such as atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) and electrospray
ionization (ESI) is instead employed.13, 14
Generally, the ionization method employed also places a restriction on the type of
data that can be obtained. While the use of pre-separation is informative, it also results in
loss of spatial information.

3

1.2 Mass Spectrometry Imaging
Traditionally, typical samples obtained for biomedical studies are blood, urine, and
homogenized cells or tissue.15 Such matrices require extensive consideration of extraction
methods for the analytes of interest.16 In addition to having a long time-to-analysis, the
workup of samples in the conventional manner also decouples the origin of the extracted
analyte.

Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI), a subset of Mass Spectrometry, is an

analytical technique that utilizes small probes to collect chemical information in a spatiallyresolved manner.10 In contrast to the sample requirements for traditional workflows,
samples for most MSI techniques are only required to be solids amenable to high vacuum
conditions.
1.2.1

Common Imaging modalities

Starting in the late 1990s, numerous technological advances have been made in in
ionization sources that have increasingly enabled imaging of biological samples.17 In 1997,
the Caprioli group used matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) in conjunction
with a movable stage to visualize peptides in aggregated cells.18 In 2007 and 2009,
desorption electrospray ionization (DESI)19, 20 and liquid extraction for surface analysis
(LESA)21 was developed, allowing for imaging of samples at ambient pressure.
Mass Spectrometry Imaging has been widely applied to the study of various types
of biological samples, including animal and human tissues,22-25 single-cells,22, 26 bacteria,27,
28

insects,29-32 and even plants.12,

33

Because images can be reproduced for any given

detected ion with high mass accuracy and without the need for labeling, MSI is quickly
becoming the new gold-standard technique for lipidomics34 and drug delivery studies.9
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According to the Web of Science Database, the use of Mass Spectrometry Imaging has
risen from 3% of all Mass Spectrometry publications in the year 2000 to over 7% of all
MS articles in 2018.
Today, there are many imaging modalities that have been specialized for the
analysis of biomolecules, each with their own particular advantages and disadvantages.
Often, several techniques are used in multimodal approaches to provide complimentary
chemical imaging.25, 35, 36 Ambient techniques such as DESI and LESA are powerful in
their own right, but are limited to large spot sizes (+50 µm).10 Laser-based techniques such
as MALDI are mostly limited by the requirement of selecting a matrix suitable for the
analyte of choice,37,

38

adding sample preparation time and also requiring careful

application to avoid delocalization of signal.39 Currently, the highest spatial resolution
obtained using MALDI is on the order of several microns.40
1.2.2

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

The history of SIMS dates back to the early 1900s, ions were observed to be
generated after sample bombardment of positively charged ions, or ‘kanalstralen.’1-3 In the
1960s, pioneers began using ion beams to bombard solid surfaces for micron spatial
resolution imaging.41, 42 In modern day SIMS, so called ‘primary ions’ are used to bombard
a sample surface at high energy (e.g., keV to MeV)43, 44 causing subsequent sputtering, or
emission, of molecules and atoms. Through kinetically assisted potential sputtering, so
called secondary ions are ionized by a combination of kinetic energy transfer and electronic
interactions between the primary ion and the target.45 Typically, the transfer of energy
results in about 1% of the sputtered molecules and atoms as charged ions.45, 46 After
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ionization of analytes occurs, ion optics can be used to send secondary ions through a mass
analyzer and detector plate. To date, there are three major innovations that shaped SIMS
as a go-to technique for biomolecular imaging: Advancements in mass analyzers, primary
ion beams, and large-cluster sputtering beams. The configuration of a modern SIMS
instrument is shown in Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2. TOF-SIMS 5 (ION-TOF, Münster, Germany) instrument and schematic

There are several configurations of SIMS which vary by mass analyzer and,
therefore, by application. Quadrupole SIMS, as the name implies, relies on a scanning
quadrupole for unit mass resolution and atomic analyses. The introduction of magnetic
sector brought about the capability of higher mass resolution (10,000+) and high sensitivity
for mostly material science applications.45 Although certain magnetic sector designs have
been used for imaging of biological samples, these studies are usually limited to a fixed
number of m/z that are collected in a single analysis and are usually atomic species.45, 47
The first significant advance that contributed to the use of SIMS for biological samples
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was the coupling of SIMS to a time-of-flight (TOF) detector.48 Compared to earlier mass
analyzers, a TOF-SIMS type configuration allowed for higher transmission, high mass
resolution (~10,000), as well as the ability to collect a theoretically unlimited m/z range.
The second-most critical innovation in the SIMS field was that of liquid metal ion
guns (LMIGs). Previously, monoatomic ion sources such as gallium (Ga+) and indium
(In+), were chosen for their ability to achieve <1 µm spot sizes. Because of the high damage
cross sections of LMIGs, biological applications were limited as a result of the low mass
range in which sufficient secondary ion emission of molecular ions could be obtained
(<200 m/z).49, 50 In the early 2000’s, the development of polyatomic LMIGS such as gold
(Au3+) and bismuth (Bi3+, and Bi5+) sufficiently increased the sputtering yield to allow for
ionization of intact molecules while retaining high spatial resolution.51, 52 The effectiveness
of each primary ion probe depends on several factors, including incident energy, charge,
atomic weight, angle of incidence, and the number of atoms (for cluster species).41, 45, 53, 54
As a general rule, metal primary ion species tend to implant, causing damage to the surface
monolayer and below (on the order of 20 nm bismuth).55 Mono- and polyatomic beam
experiments were therefore originally limited to the ‘static SIMS limit,’ accepted as a
primary ion dose after which a notable decline of molecular ions were detected (1 ×1013
ions•cm-2).46, 56
The most recent and consequential development in the SIMS field occurred with
the advent of large cluster ion beams such as C60 and Arn (n>500).57-59 Because of the low
energy and atomic weight per constituent atom in a cluster, gas cluster ion beams exhibited
very high sputtering yields (the number of secondary ions detected per incident primary
ion) while only perturbing the topmost nanometers.60, 61 As a result, the ‘static SIMS’ limit
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which hindered sub-micron LMIG probes could be bypassed by removing beam-induced
damage using an alternating gas cluster ion beam by dual-beam profiling.55, 62, 63
Today TOF-SIMS has developed into a powerful mass spectrometry imaging
technique that has recently matured to enable the study of biological materials.10, 64, 65 The
technique overcomes many of the weaknesses of more traditional imaging methods. For
example, typical spatial resolution of molecular ions is on the order of several hundred
nanometers, a magnitude lower than atmospheric pressure technqiues.12, 66 As opposed to
MALDI, application of matrix, and therefore, risk of the delocalization of analytes, is also
avoided. Because of the imaging capabilities of the TOF-SIMS in the 0-1000 m/z range, it
is widely praised as a powerful ‘lipid microscope’ today.64, 67
1.3 Outline of Dissertation
The work described herein is directed at the improvement of current generation
TOF-SIMS based mass spectrometry imaging. Here, various sample preparation
methodologies have been tailored for specific applications to improve specificity and
accuracy of chemical assignments in small, challenging biological samples. Dissertation
chapters are here arranged in increasing complexity of the system in question;
Investigations begin with structured inorganic particles, escalating to biological systems
such as adherent single cells and delicate ovarian follicles, and culminating in the study of
skin tissue, sequentially analyzed with various methodologies. A unifying theme of this
dissertation is the use of advanced TOF-SIMS imaging with complimentary, and therefore
multimodal techniques for environmental, forensic, and health-science applications.
Chapter 2, published in Analytical Methods, demonstrates the advantage of an
imaging-based technique in detecting inorganic as well as organic gunshot and gunpowder
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residue in a single analysis. In Chapter 3, published in the Journal of American Society for
Mass Spectrometry, endogenous lipid components are used as fiducial markers to aid in
localization during drug delivery on the single-cell level. Chapter 4, recently published in
the Journal of Analytical Atomic Spectrometry, makes use of dual-beam depth profiling for
three-dimensional mass spectrometry imaging to examine individual mosquito follicles.
Chapter 5, an in-depth study of the mobilization of de novo synthesized triacylglycerides
using stable isotope labeling, is currently in preparation for submission to Scientific
Reports. Lastly, Chapter 6, recently accepted by Analytical Chemistry, combines high
spatial resolution TOF-SIMS with multimodal MALDI FT-ICR MS(MS) to enable
characterization of acute wound healing in skin tissue and will be submitted to Analytical
Chemistry.
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CHAPTER 2: Characterization of firearm discharge residues recovered from skin
swabs using sub-micrometric mass spectrometry imaging
This chapter was published in Analytical Methods and reproduced with permission.
Anthony Castellanos, Suzanne Bell and Francisco A. Fernandez-Lima, Analytical
Methods, 2016, 8, 4300-4305.
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2.1 Abstract
In the present work, we show the advantages of high spatial resolution interrogation
of firearm discharge residues from skin swabs using ion bombardment coupled to mass
spectrometry. In particular, the collection of secondary ion and electron maps permitted
the chemical (organic and inorganic) and morphological characterization of particulates
and organic compounds characteristic of gunshot residues (GSRs). Mass spectrometry
imaging (MSI) permitted the characterization, at the nanometer level (~300nm resolution),
of the composition of particulates and organic compounds from skin swabs. The
observation of “consistent” and “characteristic” inorganic compounds (e.g., Sb-Pb-Ba)
from single particulates permitted the unambiguous identification of GSRs from the skin
swabs. In addition, the observation of characteristic secondary ions of nitroglycerin,
nitrocellulose, ethyl centralite, dioctyl sulphosuccinate, and dibutyl phthalate suggested the
presence of organic gunshot residues (OSGRs). That is, our results demonstrate that MSITOF-SIMS permits the analysis of skin swabs containing GSRs (or not) and OGSRs
without the need for sample preparation and with little to no damage to the surface of the
skin swab (thus preserving the evidence for further analysis).

2.2 Introduction
When a firearm is discharged, the residue created contains vapors and particles
consisting of inorganic particulates (gunshot residues, GSRs) originating from the primer,
propellant, cartridge and the weapon itself as well as organic components (organic gunshot
residues, OGSRs) originating from the propellant and firearm lubricants. Main challenges
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during the analysis of the firearm event (e.g., identification of shooter) reside on the
collection, characterization and preservation of the physical and chemical evidence. For
example, the firearm discharge residues have been traditionally analyzed by characterizing
the GSR via scanning electron microscopy electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(SEM/EDS).1 Recently, the proton scanning microbeam Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) of
particle induced X-ray emission (µ-PIXE) has been reported to provide quantitative and
more sensitive determination of ‘characteristic’ GSR species.2 IBA/µPIXE has also shown
promise in detecting smaller elements such as B and Na and has higher sensitivity for Fe
than SEM/EDS.2, 3 Nevertheless, the recent introduction of “green primers” has triggered
the screening for OGSR as a way to identify and characterize the chemical evidence. 4, 5
While current analytical efforts are compartmentalized for GSR and OGSR analysis,4, 5
recent studies have shown the advantages of using multiple assays and complementary
techniques for the characterization of GSR and OGSR during a firearm discharge (e.g.,
ATR-FTIR,6 micro-Raman combined with laser ablation ICP-MS,7, 8 LIBS/ICP-OES and
GC/μ-ECD and GC/MS,9, 10 SEM/EDS and LC-MS/MS,11-13 SEM/EDS and IBA/µPIXE2,
3

and TOF-SIMS14-18). Recent applications of mass spectrometry to GSR and organic GSR

were recently reviewed.5 The next logical extension of this line of work is to develop
methods that allow for simultaneous detection of GSR and OGSR using a single analytical
method while preserving the physical and chemical evidence.
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is rapidly becoming the method of choice for
chemical mapping of organic and inorganic compounds from surfaces.19-23 For example,
MSI permits the simultaneous interrogation of surfaces with high sensitivity and without
the need for labels or pre-selection of molecules of interest; in imaging MS, most if not all
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inorganic/organic components can be sampled and detected simultaneously. MSI lateral
resolution is ultimately defined by the dimensions of the desorption probe (from tens of
nanometers to hundreds of micrometers).24-26 The physical dimensions of the firearm
discharge particulates (e.g., from few to tens of microns) and the desirability to preserve
the sample demands the use of high spatial resolution probes capable of generating
characteristic inorganic and organic ions, with little to no sample preparation, for the GSR
and OGSR characterization in a single analysis, respectively.
In the present work, we show for the first time the advantages of using high-spatial
spatial resolution MSI for the interrogation of surfaces containing GSR and OGSR. In
particular, secondary electrons and secondary atomic/molecular ion maps were obtained
from a single analysis with small damage to the physical and chemical surface integrity,
thus allowing for secondary interrogation of the sample. Typical inorganic and organic
molecular ions are described from skin swabs of shooters after a firearm is discharged. The
high spatial resolution MSI permitted the identification of GSR and OGSR components
based on their spatial distribution using unsupervised PCA analysis. The goal of this work
was to demonstrate the capabilities of high resolution MSI combining secondary electron
and secondary ion images in order to characterize the firearm discharge skin swabs based
on the morphology and composition of the collected species (i.e., particulates and organic
compounds).
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2.3 Materials and methods
2.3.1 Sample collection, preparation and storage
Samples were prepared by wiping the surface of a shooter’s hand with
Nomex®/Kevlar® swabs immediately after firing two rounds from a Glock 9mm Model
19 semiautomatic pistol using factory-prepared commercial ammunition. Swabs were
selected to ensure good sampling efficiency of OGSR. Stubs, however, were recently
reported to improve sampling of both OGSR and GSR despite the loss of tackiness over
large areas.27 The shooter’s hands were cleaned between firing and sampling events with
isopropanol. Prior collection, the Nomex®/Kevlar® swabs were pre-moistened with a few
mL of isopropanol. Although other solvents may be better suited for optimal one-step
extractions, isopropanol is considered to be an adequate solvent for extraction of volatiles
for mass spectrometry.28, 29 After collections, the swabs were immediately placed in a
plastic petri dish, sampled side up, which was taped shut for transportation to the
laboratory. Prior to MSI analysis, swabs were cut to 1×1 cm2 sizes and mounted on the
sample stage. A negative control swab and three firearm discharge swabs were analyzed.
2.3.2 Mass Spectrometry Imaging
Mass spectrometry imaging experiments were performed utilizing a TOF SIMS 5
instrument (ION-TOF, Münster, Germany) retrofitted with a liquid metal ion gun analytical
beam for high spatial resolution (25 keV Bi3+) and an electron flood gun to reduce surface
charging during mass spectrometry analysis. The TOF-SIMS instrument was operated in
spectral (“high current bunched”, HCBU) and imaging (“burst alignment”, BA) modes as
described previously.30-32 The tradeoff between the two modes is the mass resolving power,
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spatial resolution and secondary ion collection efficiency. Two dimensional secondary
electrons and ion maps were collected by rastering the primary 25 keV Bi3+ beam over the
field of view of interest (typically 100x100 or 150x150 µm2). In spectral HCBU mode,
mass spectra were collected in positive and negative mode with a typical spatial resolution
of 1.2 µm, a mass resolving power of m/m= ~5,000 at m/z = 400 and total ion dose
~5x1012 ion/cm2. The imaging BA mode provides a higher spatial resolution (~300 nm)
and nominal mass resolution (m/m= ~200) and spectra were collected with a typical total
ion doses of ~5x1012 ions/cm2. Replicate measurements (n = 3) were performed on each
1X1 cm2 swabs. 2D TOF-SIMS data processing and principal component analysis (PCA)
were performed using SurfaceLab 6 software (ION-TOF, Münster, Germany). More details
on PCA of MSI data can be found elsewhere.33 All mass spectra were internally calibrated.
2.4 Results and Discussion
Optical inspection of the firearm discharge swabs showed the presence of multiple
particulates of varying size (typically, few to tens of µm), in good agreement with
previously reported SEM/EDX results.34 Most of the particulates were dispersed (typically
hundreds of micrometers apart) and distributed near the surface of the swab material.
Closer inspection with the imaging BA TOF-SIMS mode permitted the generation of
secondary ion and electron maps with sub-micrometer spatial resolution (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Typical optical (A), total secondary ion in burst alignment mode MSI-TOF-SIMS (B), and
secondary electron (C) maps of firearm discharge residues recovered from skin swabs.

The obtained maps are comparable to previously reported SEM/EDS maps of GSR
particles and at least 10-fold higher spatial resolution to previously reported TOF-SIMS
maps.16 The higher spatial resolution of current analysis results from the use of a better
focusing primary ion column and the use of the electron flood gun to reduce surface
charging. When the same field of view was analyzed in spectral HCBU mode, a near
micrometric spatial resolution was obtained while allowing for high mass resolution
detection of the secondary ions (see Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 Typical chemical maps (FOV of 100 × 100 mm2) from unsupervised principal components
analysis using high current bunched mode MSITOF-SIMS showing the distribution of OGSRs (left, PC1),
GSRs (middle, PC2) and the composite of PC1 and PC2 (right) of firearm discharge residues recovered from
skin swabs.
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The high mass resolution permitted the separation of multiple m/z signals at the
level of nominal mass, and when the chemical maps were submitted to unsupervised
principal components analysis, the compartmentalized nature of the GSR and OGSR in
terms of spatial distribution resulted in the natural separation of components from the GSR
particulate (PC2, 19%) and other components (mostly organics and OGSR) from the swab
surface (PC1, 78%). Closer inspection to the m/z of the PC1 and PC2 loadings permitted
the assignment of chemical formulas from characteristic signals from the GSR and OGSR
(see Figure 2.3 and Table 2.11). The PC2 loadings showed the distribution of several
inorganic compounds: Na+, K+, Si+, Sb+, Pb+, BaCl2H+, BaO2+, (BaO)n=0-2Ba+, (BaO)n=1+
3H ,

(BaO)n=1-2OH+ and (BaO)n=0-2Sb+ in positive ion mode. Closer inspection to the m/z

distribution showed a good agreement between the theoretical isotopic distributions of the
inorganic compounds with the observed experimental distributions. In addition, secondary
confirmation of the PC2 loadings was performed by looking at the summed spectra over a
small area from the particulate (see Figure 2.3C) and similar results were obtained. The
(BaO)n=0-2Ba+ , (BaO)n=1-3H+ and (BaO)n=1-2OH+ series are commonly considered as
“consistent” with GSR while the observation of Sb+, Pb+ and the (BaO)n=0-2Sb+ series (SbPb-Ba) from a single particulate is considered “characteristic” of GSR.1 Inspection of the
negative spectral HCBU mode showed the presence of characteristic inorganic peaks of
GSR (e.g., SbC-, SbOn=0-2-, Pb- and PbOH-, Supplementary Figure S1). The analysis of the
PC1 loadings permitted the observation of organic components coming from the swab
surface excluding the particulates.
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Figure 2.3 Typical loading plots of (A) PC1 (OGSRs) and (B) PC2 (GSRs) obtained from the analysis of the
2D-TOF-SIMS images from high current bunched mode MSI-TOF-SIMS. (C) Notice the isotopic mass
distribution obtained in the spectral HCBU mode and corresponding theoretical profiles (red lines) of
typically observed GSR components (e.g., BaOH+, Ba2O+, and BaSbO+) from a 15 × 15 mm2 region of
interest centered on the GSR particles shown in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2.
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Table 2.1. GSR and OGSR characteristic secondary ions from high current bunched mode MSI-TOF-SIMS
analysis. * The m/z of the most abundant isotope is reported

GSR

Species
(BaO)nBa+ (n = 0-2)

(BaO)nH+ (n = 1-3)

(BaO)nOH+ (n = 2,3)
(BaO)nSb+ (n = 0-2)

OGSR

Pb+
Nitroglycerin
Nitrocellulose

Hydrocarbons

Ethyl centralite

Chemical Formula
Ba+
(BaO)Ba+
(BaO)2Ba+
(BaO)H+
(BaO)2H+
(BaO)3H+
(BaO)2OH+
(BaO)3OH+
Sb+
(BaO)Sb+
(BaO)2Sb+
Pb+
C3H5O6N2+
C6H9O3+
C6H9O2+
C4H5O2+
C3H3O2+
C4H5O+
C3H5O+
C3H5O+
C4H7+
C2H3O+
C3H5+
C3H3+
C2H5+
CH2+
C6H5NC2H5CO+
C6H5NC2H5+

m/z
137.90
291.80
445.71
154.91
308.81
462.71
324.80
478.70
120.90
274.80
428.70
207.98
165.01
129.05
113.06
85.03
71.01
69.03
57.03
57.03
55.05
43.02
41.04
39.02
29.04
14.02
148.08
120.08

Na2SO3+

125.94

C8H5O3+
C6H5CO+

149.02
105.03

Dioctyl
sulphosuccinate
Dibutyl phthalate
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The higher complexity of the m/z distribution observed in the PC1 is a consequence
of the observation of characteristic ions from the swab as well as the collected OGSR from
the shooter’s skin. A comparison between the negative control swab and the three samples
permitted the identification of potential candidates for OGSR in PC1. Despite the fact that
all organic compounds found in ammunition can potentially contribute to the OGSR
content found during shooter’s swabs, it has been reported that the major observed
components

originates

from

propellant

powder.4

Smokeless

powders

consist

predominantly of nitrocellulose (NC) combined with other explosive compounds and
additives. These additives include stabilizers, plasticizers, flash inhibitors, coolants,
moderants, surface lubricants, and antiwear additives. Some compounds detected after
shooting are components of the smokeless powder (i.e., nitroglycerine, dinitrotoluene,
stabilizers, additives, etc.), while others are produced during the shooting at a very high
temperature and pressure.10, 13 The molecular structure of these compounds can vary, which
is an important consideration when choosing a suitable ionization technique. That is, in
contrast to atmospheric pressure ionization sources, the mechanism of secondary ion
emission in TOF-SIMS is strongly related to the projectile size and energy.35-39 For
example, the observation of molecular ion and characteristic fragments is directly related
to the structure of the molecule of interest.15, 40, 41 This was considered into the selection of
the analysis mode (positive vs negative) and on the candidate assignment by looking at
characteristic secondary ions previously identified during the analysis of individual OGSR
standards.

15

For example, inspection of PC1 loadings from the three analyzed samples

compared to the negative control swab suggested the presence of characteristic molecular
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ions of nitroglycerin (m/z = 165.01), nitrocellulose (m/z = 129.05, 113.06, 85.03, 71.01,
69.03 and 57.03), ethyl centralite (m/z= 148.08 and 120.08), dioctyl sulphosuccinate (m/z=
125.94), dibutyl phthalate (m/z= 149.02 and 105.03) and a series of hydrocarbons. These
observations of common characteristic fragments between the species proposed have also
been observed during the TOF-SIMS analysis of gun powder.15 While several other OGSR
components are have been identified (e.g, nitroguanidine, octagon, cyclonite,
diphenylamine, 2,4-dinitrotoluene, etc.), analysis of pure standards using SIMS ionization
has yet to be reported.13 Previously detected more volatile OGSR compounds using SPME
GC-MS were not observed during the TOF-SIMS analysis. In addition, while TOF-SIMS
provides low detection limits for the analysis of firearm gunshot residue,14-18 the possibility
of having isomeric interferences at the m/z of interest during the analysis of real samples
can increase the complexity during the chemical formula assignment. Nevertheless, when
combined with high resolution MSI as previously shown, the number of potential
candidates that are typically observed at the level of individual pixels in the surface of the
swab is typically reduced to a shorter number of candidate structures.

Table 2.2. Comparison of typical techniques used to characterize firearm discharge residues

Technique

Colorimetric
IMS
SEM-EDX
IBA-µPIXE
ICP-AES/MS
MSI-TOF-SIMS

Destructive

Y
Y
N
N
Y
N

Chemical Information Morphological
(Inorganics/Organics)
Information

Y/Y
N/Y
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/Y
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N
N
Y
Y
N
Y

Relative
cost

Low
Low
High
High
High
High

2.5 Conclusions
The analysis of firearm gunshot residue from shooter’s skin swabs using MSI-TOFSIMS showed the presence of GSR and OGSR in a single analysis. The collection of
secondary electron and secondary ion chemical maps with submicron spatial resolution
showed the possibility to detect GSR using the morphology and composition (multiple
inorganic series containing “characteristic” inorganic elements) as those obtained using
SEM/EDX (current gold standard for GSR analysis). In addition, the possibility to
simultaneously identify OGSR compounds based on the detection of characteristic
secondary ions was demonstrated from commonly encountered OGSR in skin swabs. Our
results showed that when compared to traditional techniques for GSR and OGSR analysis
(see Table 2.2), MSI (in this case via TOF-SIMS) provides chemical (inorganic and
organic) and morphological information with little to no damage to the sample. The
possibility to preserve the skin swab for further analyses can prove to be invaluable for
forensic applications, since most of the current techniques that provide chemical
information of organics are destructive in nature. In the case of the analysis of skin swabs
from firing primers containing GSRs and OGSRs, identification of shooters is
unambiguous using MSI-TOF-SIMS. Potential challenges may exist in the analysis of
“green primers” containing fewer metals ‘characteristic’ of GSRs and volatile OGSRs
constituents, which may not be amenable to TOF-SIMS analysis; nevertheless, further
studies will permit the identification of characteristic secondary ions for “green primers”
that remain stable in swab samples. Alternatively, further developments of the swab surface
chemistry will permit the trapping of volatile OGSRs for MSI-TOF-SIMS analysis. It is
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anticipated that MSI will have an increasing role in examining evidence for forensic
applications owed to its ability to detect GSRs as well as OGSRs in a single analysis.
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CHAPTER 3: Analysis of Chemotherapeutic Drug Delivery at the Single Cell Level
Using 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS
This chapter was published in the American Journal of the American Society for Mass
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3.1 Abstract
In this work, we show the advantages of label-free, tridimensional mass
spectrometry imaging using dual beam analysis (25 keV Bi3+) and depth profiling (20 keV
with a distribution centered at Ar1500+) coupled to time of flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry (3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS) for the study of A-172 human glioblastoma cell line
treated with B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) inhibitor ABT-737. The high spatial (~250 nm)
and high mass resolution (m/m ~ 10,000) of TOF-SIMS permitted the localization and
identification of the intact, unlabeled drug molecular ion (m/z 811.26 C42H44ClN6O5S2- [MH]-) as well as characteristic fragment ions. We propose a novel approach based on the
inspection of the drug secondary ion yield, which showed a good correlation with the drug
concentration during cell treatment at therapeutic dosages (0–200 μM with 4 h incubation).
Chemical maps using endogenous molecular markers showed that the ABT-737 is mainly
localized in subsurface regions and absent in the nucleus. A semi-quantitative workflow is
proposed to account for the biological cell diversity based on the spatial distribution of
endogenous molecular markers (e.g., nuclei and cytoplasm) and secondary ion
confirmation based on the ratio of drug-specific fragments to molecular ion as a function
of the therapeutic dosage.
3.2 Introduction
A significant challenge in the molecular characterization of biological structures
using mass spectrometry (MS) is the amount of material accessible from the sample during
MS analysis.1-7 Major recent breakthroughs are based on achieving high-spatial resolution
mapping (sub-micrometer resolution) with abundant molecular ion emission, followed by
the unambiguous identification of the molecular components using high-mass resolution
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MS. For the latter, mass spectrometry techniques are emerging as the analytical gold
standard for identification and characterization of molecular components in native
biological samples.8 For example, mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) permits the
simultaneous acquisition of molecular components with high sensitivity and without the
need for labels or pre-selection of molecules of interest; in MSI analysis, most if not all
molecules can be sampled and detected simultaneously.9-12 MSI lateral resolution is
ultimately defined by the dimensions of the desorption probe or desorption volume (from
tens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers).13-33 Further development of surface
probes has been based on the search for higher desorption yields of molecular ions
(currently, 10-4 to 10-3 yields for atomic and polyatomic probes, which provide the highest
spatial resolution, typically 10-400 nm).34 In particular, when combined with time of flight
analyzers, the high spatial resolution probes have found unique applications for the analysis
of biological samples at the cellular and subcellular level. The introduction of cluster and
nanoparticle probes for surface interrogation of biological surfaces with enhanced
secondary ion yield and reduced damage cross section has permitted the investigation of
molecular ions with larger molecular weights (e.g., m/z 1-3,000 Da); thus covering a broad
range of chemical classes of biological importance.35-42 Colliver et al. studied the
distribution of organics in a single Paramecium multimicronucleatum cell using time of
flight secondary ion mass spectrometry in imaging mode (MSI-TOF-SIMS).43 Gazy et al.
mapped the spatial distribution of native chemical species in cancer cells using TOFSIMS.44 Berman et al. characterized the chemical change at the single cell level and
proposed a robust protocol for single cell MSI-TOF-SIMS.45 More recently, with the
introduction of “soft” sputtering beams for biological analysis (or low damage cross
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section), the generation of 3D maps with high spatial resolution has been achieved. For
example, Fletcher et al. reported the first 3D biomolecular TOF-SIMS imaging of a single
cell using single beam depth profiling.46 Kulp et al. demonstrated the potential of TOFSIMS combined with principal components analysis to distinguish chemical differences in
three closely related human breast cancer cell lines.47 Ide et al. showed that changes in lipid
composition on breast cancer cell lines can be studied using TOF-SIMS 48. Gostek et al.
showed that single bladder cancer cells can be distinguished using TOF-SIMS data and
principal component analysis.49 A recent 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS study by Passarelli et al.
using dual beam analysis and depth profiling described drug and metabolite uptake at the
single cell level.50
While progress has been made over the years,51-54 there is a lack of suitable methods
to measure chemical distributions within intact cells and need to further evaluate the 3DMSI-TOF-SIMS for the identification, localization and quantification of molecular
components at the cellular and subcellular level. For example, it has been reported that
dose-response dynamics during therapeutic treatments can be hindered by the
pharmacokinetics of the drug on the process of reaching the target site; that is, there is a
need to better evaluate the cellular uptake for specific and non-specific accumulation at the
cellular level in order to optimize the therapeutic response by reducing the drug loading as
a way to mitigate unwanted secondary effects and toxicity levels.55
In the present work, the potential of 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS for the analysis of
chemotherapeutic drug delivery at the single cell was studied. In particular, the sample
preparation protocols, TOF-SIMS mode of operation using dual beam analysis and depth
profiling, and data processing were studied for the case of A-172 human glioblastoma cell
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line and the drug uptake of BH3-only mimetic ABT-737. To account for the biological cell
diversity, a simplified protocol is proposed for semi-quantitative evaluation based on the
spatial distribution of endogenous molecular markers (e.g., nuclei and cytoplasm) and
secondary ion confirmation based on the ratio of drug-specific fragments to molecular ion
as a function of the therapeutic dosage.
3.3 Experimental section
3.3.1 Cell Culture
Human glioblastoma cell line A-172 (CRL-1620; American Type Tissue Culture,
Manassas, VA) were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum, 100 µM·mL-1 penicillin, 10 µg·mL-1
streptomycin, and 5 µg·mL-1 plasmocin (Invivogen, San Diego, CA). Cells were grown to
60 % confluency under standard cell culture conditions (37 oC, 5 % CO2, and humidity) on
1 cm2 gold-coated Si wafer chips (Au/Si) or conductive glass slides (ITO/glass). Cells were
treated with increasing concentrations of BH3-only mimetic ABT-737 (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) for four (4) hours before processing. Stock solutions of ABT737 (0 µM; 25 µM; 50 µM; 100 µM and 200 µM) were prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). All experiments consisted of at least three technical replicates, and each study
contained at least three biological replicates.
3.3.2 Freeze-Drying Procedure
The Au/Si and ITO/glass substrates were removed from the media and washed with
10 mM ammonium acetate solution. Excess liquid was removed, and the cells were flash
frozen and freeze-dried using a custom-built vacuum drier equipped with a cold finger for
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4 h. Samples were slowly warmed up to the room temperature and transfer into the TOFSIMS analysis vacuum chamber.
3.3.3 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS analysis
Mass spectrometry imaging experiments were performed utilizing a TOF SIMS 5
instrument (ION-TOF, Münster, Germany) retrofitted with a liquid metal ion gun analytical
beam for high spatial resolution (25 keV Bi3+), an Argon cluster ion beam (20 keV with a
distribution centered at Ar1500+) for “soft” sputtering, and an electron flood gun to reduce
surface charging during mass spectrometry analysis. The TOF-SIMS instrument was
operated in spectral (“high current bunched”, HCBU) and imaging (“burst alignment”, BA)
modes as described previously.34, 56, 57 The tradeoff between the two modes is the mass
resolving power, spatial resolution, and secondary ion collection efficiency. In HCBU and
BA modes, after a primary ion pulse hits the target surface, desorbed secondary ions are
accelerated into the time of flight region equipped with a single-stage reflectron. The
secondary ion detector is composed of a micro-channel plate, a scintillator, and a
photomultiplier (see detail in reference 58) with a good efficiency for low mass ions
(m/z < 2,000).58 The start of the time of flight measurement is defined by the primary ion
pulse (~10 kHz). In spectral HCBU mode, mass spectra were collected in positive and
negative mode with a typical spatial resolution of 1.2 µm, a mass resolving power of
m/m ~10,000 at m/z 400 and total ion dose ~5 × 1012 ion cm-2. The imaging BA mode
provides a higher spatial resolution (~250 nm measured) and nominal mass resolution
(m/m ~400 at m/z 400) and spectra were collected with a typical total ion doses of
~5 × 1012 ions cm-2. Currents of 0.24 pA and 0.078 pA were measured for HCBU and BA
mode, respectively. Mass spectrometry images were collected after each sputtering cycle
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(500 µm × 500 µm) in HCBU and BU modes with a pixel size of 1.17 µm and 200 nm,
respectively. A current of ~2 nA was measured for the 20 keV Ar1500+ sputtering beam. A
typical sputtering cycle of 20 s (1014 ions·cm-2) was used to clean the cell surface and to
access the intracellular material. All experiments were performed in triplicate cells over a
field of view of 200 µm× 200 µm.
3.3.4 Data Processing
2D TOF-SIMS data was processed using SurfaceLab 6 software (ION-TOF,
Münster, Germany). Positive and negative ion spectra were internally calibrated using C+;
CH+; CH2+; CH3+; C2H3+; C2H5+ and C-; CH-; CH2-; C2-; C3-; C4H- species, respectively.
Regions of Interest (ROIs) were selected based on the distribution of known endogenous
ions (e.g., substrate, cell, and nuclei) and extracted spectra were used for secondary ion
yield calculations. The image processing workflow is described in Figure 3.1. Briefly, 2DTOF-SIMS maps were collected after a sputtering cycle making fresh intracellular material
accessible for analysis. The ROI of the cells were determine based on the characteristic
ions from the substrate (e.g., Aun+ for Au/Si substrate) and a total ROIcell mass spectrum
was generated with the sum signal of all pixels within the ROIcell. Notice that this procedure
eliminates background signal and chemical noise from extracellular areas. Mass
assignments for familiar cellular components (e.g., nuclei fragments and fatty acids) and
drug characteristic fragment and intact molecular ions were used to generate intracellular
ROI (see an example for ROInuclei and ROIdrug in Figure 1). For comparative purposes, the
secondary ion yield (YSI) was defined based on the number of secondary ion per primary
ions in the ROI of the cell as:
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𝑌𝑆𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠⁄
𝑅𝑂𝐼 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 (𝑐𝑚)2 × 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(
)
𝑐𝑚2

(1)

The distribution of a secondary ion x across each cell can be normalized to the
accessible cell surface as a function of the sputtering cycle by the % coverage:
% 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 = 100 × 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑥 ⁄𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

(2)

Notice that the % coverage can be used as an estimation of the intracellular
morphology accessible to the TOF-SIMS analysis (top few nanometers). For example, the
accessible nuclei surface exposed as a function of the sputtering cycle can be monitored by
the distribution of endogenous nuclei-specific secondary ion. This information can be used
to estimate the intracellular morphology accessible as a function of the sputtering cycle.

Figure 3.1. Proposed workflow for the analysis of chemotherapeutic drugs inside the single cells utilizing
3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS

3.4 Results and Discussion
Triplicate cell analyses were performed using HBCU mode for high mass resolution
and to evaluate the secondary ion emission as a function of the ABT-737 concentration.
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The analysis of ABT-737 in the standard and inside the cell showed the presence of
characteristic fragment and intact molecular ions. In positive mode, inspection of the mass
spectrum showed the presence of one main fragment ion at m/z 165 and the protonated
molecular ion [C42H44ClN6O5S2]+ [M-H]+. In negative mode, the mass spectrum showed
abundant fragment ions at m/z 46 NO2-; m/z 109.01 C6H5S-; m/z 554.16 C26H28N5O5S2- and
m/z 777.26 C42H45N6O5S2- [M-Cl]- and the intact deprotonated molecular ion m/z 811.25,
C42H44ClN6O5S2- [M-H]- (see Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). Notice that in all cases a low mass
error (<35 ppm) was observed in the identification of the chemical species from the surface
of interest. The unique isotopic pattern of ABT-737 facilitated the identification of the
molecular ion from the ROIcell summed spectra, and the chemical formula of the proposed
fragmentation channels permitted the generation of chemical ion maps summing all ABT737 related secondary ions to increase the chemical map contrast (see more details on the
proposed fragmentation channels in Supplementary Figure S2). Notice that when the
analysis is made from the summed TOF-SIMS spectra from the ROIcell after sputtering
cycles, potential m/z interferences from the outside the cell and from residual growth media
are typically avoided.
Table 3.1. Characteristic secondary ions observed for ABT 737 standard and for ABT-737 in the cells in
HBCU mode. Less than < 35 ppm mass error was observed compared to the theoretical chemical formulas
in the high mass region (m/z = 600-1200).

Polarity
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

Formula
C42H4435ClN6O5S2+
C42H4437ClN6O5S2+
NO2C6H5SC26H28N5O5S2C42H45N6O5S2C42H4435ClN6O5S2C42H4437ClN6O5S2-
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Standard
811.22
813.22
46.00
109.01
554.16
777.26
811.25
813.24

Cells
45.99
109.01
554.17
811.26
813.25

Figure 3.2. ABT-737 chemical structure (a) and comparison of TOF-SIMS spectra in negative polarity (b)
of the ABT-737 and the standard deposited on a gold substrate and of the ROI cell after cell treatment with 200
μM ABT-737. In the inset, the theoretical isotopic pattern of the ABT-737 deprotonated molecular ion [M –
H]– is shown

The analysis in BA mode for higher spatial resolution resulted in a clear
differentiation of the cells morphology and intracellular components (see example in
Figure 3.3). It should be noted that different from the HBCU mode, the deprotonated
molecular ion of ABT-737 was not observed in BA mode. Instead, the ABT-737
distribution was mapped in BA mode using specific fragment ions at m/z 45.9 NO2- and at
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m/z 109.0 C6H5S-. In HBCU mode, a clear contrast was observed between the cells and the
substrate (using gold peaks as the signature of the substrate); this allowed the generation
of the ROIcell (see Figure 3.4). Closer inspection showed that the nuclei (m/z 158.93 HP2O6in red) and intracellular components (m/z 255.24 C16H31O2- [C16:0-H]- in gray) are also
clearly defined for all cells; thus allowing the generation of the ROInuclei. The observation
of the intact deprotonated molecular ion m/z 811.26 [M-H]- of ABT-737 was used for the
generation of the ROIABT-737 to estimate the ABT-737 coverage. A measurement of the total
drug uptake at the single cell level would require the acquisition of a full 3D-TOF-SIMS
dataset. Due to the biological cell diversity (e.g., see variation in cell morphology in Figure
3.4), some replicates are required as a function of the drug concentration which makes this
approach time consuming and almost unpractical for routine applications. An alternative
way is to use a semi-quantitative approach by discrete sampling of a larger number of cells
as a function of the sputtering cycle and to use intracellular endogenous markers as
references for the accessible cell surface in each 2D-TOF-SIMS analysis. That is, a discrete
number of 2D-TOF-SIMS maps across multiple cells allows for a faster sampling of the
drug uptake over a larger cell population. For example, our analysis (n = 15) showed a
narrow distribution (~25 ± 20 %) between the accessible surface of the nuclei with respect
to the accessible surface of the cells when cells are interrogated after the same number of
sputtering cycles (see nuclei coverage per cell in Figure 3.3). Moreover, the ABT-737
coverage increases with the drug concentration with small variability across multiple cells
under the same treatment conditions. Previous reports have shown that ABT-737 targets
Bcl-2 proteins on mitochondrial membranes.59, 60 While the current BA and HBCU analysis
do not provide the spatial resolution to effectively localize the mitochondria inside the cells
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closer inspection of Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that most of the ABT-737 signal is localized
outside the nuclei (see more details in Supplementary Figure S3).

Figure 3.3. (a) Typical 2D-TOF-SIMS negative ion chemical maps of A-172 cells treated with 200M ABT737 analyzed in BA mode. In the image, secondary ion signals from m/z 158.9 HP2O6- in red, sum of fatty
acids (m/z 255.2 [C16:0-H]-, m/z 281.2 [C18:1-H]-, m/z 283.2 [C18:0-H]-) in grey, m/z 590.85 Au3- in orange
and characteristic fragment ions of ABT 737 (m/z 46.9 NO2- m/z 109.1 C6H5S-) in blue are shown. Image
size 200 µm × 200 µm, 1024 pixels × 1024 pixels, image recorded 200 nm with oversampling,
experimentally measured spatial resolution 250 nm . (b) Percent coverage of nuclei and of ABT-737 relative
to the cell surface obtained from the HBCU analysis. Notice the relative narrow distribution of the nuclei
coverage and the increasing distribution of ABT-737 with the treatment concentration.
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Figure 3.4. Typical 2D-TOF-SIMS chemical maps of A-172 cells as a function of the ABT-737 treatment
concentration obtained in HBCU mode. Images correspond to a FOV 150 µm × 150 µm with
128 × 128 pixels (~1.2 µm spatial resolution). In the images, secondary ion signals from m/z 158.9 HP2O6in red, sum of fatty acids (m/z 255.2 [C16:0-H]-, m/z 281.2 [C18:1-H]-, m/z 283.2 [C18:0-H]-) in grey,
m/z 590.85 Au3- in orange and ABT-737 molecular ion (m/z 811.26 C42H44ClN6O5S2- [M-H]-) in blue are
shown. A duplicate overlay of each image is shown to the right, where the cell and nuclei components were
suppressed to facilitate the visualization of ABT-737.
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Figure 3.5. Secondary ion yields (YSI) for drug specific (a) and non-drug specific (b) ions as a function of the
A-172 cell treatment with ABT-737. c) Dependence of the ratio of molecular (M) to fragment (F) ions with
the ABT-737 concentration as an alternative control for drug and non-drug specific fragment ions.
Assignments are: m/z 46 NO2-, m/z 109 C6H5S-, m/z 554 C26H28N5O5S2-, m/z 158.9 HP2O6-, m/z 255 [C16:0H]-, and m/z 811 C42H44ClN6O5S2-.
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Inspection of the secondary ion yield of the intact deprotonated molecular ion of
ABT-737 showed an increase with the drug concentration at the cell level (see Figure 3.5a).
Notice that for the case of ABT-737 fragment ions, although an increase is also observed
other competing signals contribute to the secondary ion yield observed in the control
samples with no drug treatment. As a negative control, the analysis of non-drug related
endogenous secondary ions (e.g., m/z 158.93 HP2O6-and m/z 255.24 C16H31O2- [C16:0-H]) showed no correlation with the drug concentration during treatments. Moreover, a
distinction can be made between specific and non - specific ABT-737 fragment ions by
correlating their secondary ion signal with that of the ABT-737 molecular ion as a function
of the drug treatment (Figure 3.5c). That is, while the cell biological complexity may
require higher mass resolution to unambiguously identify ABT-737 specific secondary
ions, non-drug and drug-related fragment ions will show different correlations with the
drug molecular ion SI yield. For example, closer inspection of the ratio of parent to
fragment ion SI yields shows that m/z 46 NO2-; m/z 109.01 C6H5S-; m/z 554.16
C26H28N5O5S2- are ABT-737 related fragments while m/z 158.93 HP2O6-and m/z 255.24
C16H31O2- are not. That is, the correlation between the secondary ion yield of the drug
fragment and drug parent molecular ions as a function of the therapeutic treatment can be
used as a confirmation of the presence of potential interferences in the mass channels
utilized to generate the drug specific chemical maps. While this uncertainty may be
overcome with ultrahigh resolution mass analyzers39, 61 and MS/MS46, 62 approaches, TOFSIMS provides high sensitivity and shorter analysis times when 3D-MSI analyses are
required. These results provide proof-of-concept validation that the chemotherapeutic drug
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delivery can be evaluated at the single cell level using label-free, 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS with
high spatial resolution.
The observation of the chemotherapeutic drug molecular ion inside the cell using
cluster ion sources at high spatial resolution shows promise on the sensitivity and reduced
matrix effects of TOF-SIMS technology. Moreover, further development of our
understanding of the primary ion beam interaction with the cell surface and the desorption
of intact secondary ions will permit a better generation of quantitative protocols and
strategies with wide applications in pharmacologic and therapeutic research based on TOFSIMS technology.
3.5 Conclusions
The potential of label-free 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS using dual beam analysis (25 keV
Bi3+) and depth profiling (20 keV with a distribution centered at Ar1500+) was evaluated in
A-172 human glioblastoma cell line treated with BH3-only mimetic ABT-737. The high
spatial (<250 nm) and high mass resolution (m/m ~ 10000) of TOF-SIMS permitted the
localization and identification of the intact, unlabeled drug molecular ion (m/z 811.26
C42H44ClN6O5S2- [M-H]-) as well as characteristic fragment ions (m/z 46 NO2-; m/z 109.01
C6H5S-; m/z 554.16 C26H28N5O5S2-) in BA and HBCU mode, respectively. Inspection of
the ABT-737 secondary ion yield and percent coverage showed a good correlation with the
drug concentration during cell treatment at therapeutic dosages (0–200 M with four-hour
incubation). Chemical maps using endogenous molecular markers (e.g., m/z 158.93 HP2O6and m/z 255.24 C16H31O2- for the nuclei and the cytoplasm) showed that the ABT-737 is
mainly localized in subsurface regions and absent in the nucleus. Chemical maps of
endogenous biomolecules showed that the utilized sample preparation protocol and freeze
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drying procedure preserves the molecular and spatial integrity at the cellular level. While
a full tridimensional characterization of multiple single cells is unpractical, as an alternative
we propose a semi-quantitative workflow that allows for fast characterization and the
possibility to interrogate a larger number of single cells while accounting for the biological
cell diversity.
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CHAPTER 4: Three dimensional secondary ion mass spectrometry imaging (3DSIMS) of Aedes aegypti ovarian follicles
This chapter was published in the Journal of Analytical Atomic Spectrometry and
reproduced with permission.
Anthony Castellanos, Cesar E. Ramirez, Veronika Michalkova, Marcela Nouzova,
Fernando G. Noriega and Francisco A. Fernández-Lima, Journal of Analytical Atomic
Spectrometry, 2019, 34, 874-883.
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4.1 Abstract
The mobilization of nutrient reserves into the ovaries of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes
after sugar-feeding plays a vital role in female’s reproductive maturation. In the present
work, three-dimensional secondary ion mass spectrometry imaging (3D-SIMS) was used
to generate ultrahigh spatial resolution (~1 µm) chemical maps and study the composition
and spatial distribution of lipids at the single ovarian follicle level (~100 µm in size). 3DMass Spectrometry Imaging (3D-MSI) allowed the identification of cellular types in the
follicle (oocyte, nurse and follicular cells) using endogenous markers, and revealed that
most of the triacyglycerides (TGs) were compartmentalized in the oocyte region. By
comparing n=2 follicles from water-fed and sugar-fed females, 3D-MSI-Time of FlightSIMS showed that TGs were more abundant in ovarian follicles of sugar-fed females.
Further sets of replicates would be required to conclusively attribute the trends observed
here to the sample conditions and exclude biological variability. While the current 3DMSI-TOF-SIMS does not permit MS/MS analysis of the lipid species, complementary LCMS/MS analysis of the ovarian follicles aided tentative lipid assignments of the SIMS data.
The combination of these MS approaches is giving us a first glimpse on the distribution of
functionally relevant ovarian lipid molecules at the cellular level. These new tools can be
used to investigate the roles of different lipids on follicle fitness and overall mosquito
reproductive output.
4.2 Introduction
Mass spectrometry-based techniques are the analytical gold standard for the
separation, identification, and quantification of lipids in biological samples.1, 2 Typically,
total lipid analysis by MS is based on extraction protocols from biological matrices
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followed by liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (e.g., LCMS/MS).3, 4 However, depending on the biological question, the chemical mapping the
lipid distribution in biological systems using mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) techniques
is mandatory. For example, liquid based junctions, jets and micro-junctions (i.e., liquid
extraction surface analysis, or LESA),5, 6 desorption electrospray ionization (DESI),7, 8 and
nanospray desorption electrospray ionization (nano-DESI)9 can provide lipid chemical
maps with spatial resolution down to ~600 µm, ~50 µm,10, 11 and ~10 µm,12 respectively,
under ambient conditions and without the need of any surface treatment. Other MSI
techniques using laser sources can provide a higher spatial resolution (10-50 µm or down
to few µm using special arrangements13) at ambient or vacuum conditions, but typically
require the coating of the biological surfaces with a matrix (i.e., MALDI14-16); the matrix
choice and application method determine the selectivity of analytes and the crystal size can
become the limiting factor of the spatial resolution16, 17. For MSI lipid analysis with high
spatial resolution (<1 µm)18-21, ion beams are typically used under vacuum conditions22
without the need of surface treatment (i.e., secondary ion mass spectrometry, SIMS) 23;
SIMS spatial resolution and secondary ion yield varies with the projectile size (e.g., from
atomic to poly-atomic to cluster beams) and incident energy.24-33
Lipid MSI has been mainly performed by 2D imaging of subsequent sample
sections, with consequent loss of 3D information due to the thickness of each slide
(typically tens of µm). Alternatively, with the advent of “soft” ion probes (e.g.,
fullerenes,34-36 argon clusters,37, 38 water clusters,39 and carbon dioxide clusters40), MSI can
interrogate biological surfaces “layer by layer” (nanometer depth resolution) with ultrahigh
spatial resolution using SIMS41. In particular, 2D and 3D SIMS are exceptionally suited
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for the lipid study of small and complex biological samples such as insects at the single
cell level.42-45
Lipids are extremely important for the development and reproduction of Ae. aegypti
mosquitoes. The nutritional and hormonal regulation of reproduction is a critical
component of mosquito female fitness, and therefore of the ability to transmit diseases. 4648

Mosquito-borne diseases such as Zika, Dengue, Chikungunya and Malaria constitute

critical threats to public health in many parts of the world.49-52 Each of the two ovaries of
the female of Ae. aegypti mosquitoes contains about 60 ovarioles with germaria attached
to primary and secondary follicles. Each follicle consists of one oocyte plus 7 nurse cells
that are surrounded by follicular epithelial cells.53 There are three periods in the
development of the primary ovarian follicles during a gonotrophic cycle: previtellogenesis
(PVG), ovarian resting stage (ORS) and vitellogenesis (VG). Females emerge with
immature primary follicles that grow into mature PVG follicles in the next 48-72 h; oocytes
remain in a dynamic “state of arrest”, and will enter VG only after a blood meal. 54 Ae.
aegypti females can lay over 120 eggs in a gonotrophic cycle; therefore, a tightly regulated
control of nutrient allocations to the ovaries is critical for survival.55, 56 The ovarian resting
stage in Ae. aegypti is a period marked by constant adjustment of the reproductive output
based on nutritional status; this adjustment occurs mostly through follicular resorption by
apoptosis.55
During their PVG maturation, mosquito oocytes increase their lipid content severalfold.57 The main source of lipids for oocytes comes from larval accrual (teneral) reserves,
as well as from sugar meals taken by the adult.58 Female mosquitoes are subject to ‘tradeoffs’ between the energetic demands of reproduction and the energy required to survive;
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they must consider the effects of immediate resource allocations on future reproduction
and overall fitness.55, 56 While previous studies have described that high sugar diets prompt
accumulation of lipids in the oocyte,56 little is known about the lipid identities, composition
and distribution within a single follicle.
In the current study, for the first time, 3D-SIMS is utilized for the analysis of lipid
composition and lipid spatial distribution of single follicles from ovaries of Ae. aegypti
mosquitoes. An organism model that recreates different ovarian phenotypes during the
ORS based on a sugar diet is utilized to evaluate the reproductive output and lipid content
at the follicle level. Results demonstrated the capability of 3D-SIMS to generate chemical
maps with high spatial resolution and the visualization of intact lipids. In particular, we
demonstrated that sugar-feeding results in increased levels of polyunsaturated
triacylglycerides (TG) with long chain fatty acids, such as TG 48:1, 48:2, 50:1 and 50:2;
with most of the TGs compartmentalized in the oocyte region.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Mosquito samples
Aedes aegypti of the Rockefeller strain were raised at 28 °C with 80% humidity, at
a 16-hour light and 8-hour dark cycle.55 After adult eclosion, females were fed from either
a cotton pad soaked in a 20% sucrose solution or a water-soaked cotton pad (0% sucrose).
On the fifth day, females were collected and cold anaesthetized over ice. Ovaries were
dissected in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), stained with a DAPI solution (prepared 3
µM in PBS), and rinsed in a solution of 150 mM ammonium acetate adjusted to a pH of
7.4.
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4.3.2 LC-MS/MS Analysis
Ten mosquito ovaries were dissected and transferred into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube
containing 100 µL of 50:50 1-butanol/methanol. A 2.5 µL aliquot of a 1 mM solution of
the antioxidant butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) was added to prevent lipid degradation.
A mix of several deuterated lipids (10 µL of Splash Lipidomix, Avanti Polar Lipids,
Alabaster, AL) was introduced for internal standarization. Kontes polypropylene pellet
pestles (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) were used with a cordless motor to mechanically
homogenize ovaries for 10 seconds. The pestle was then rinsed with 200 µL of 1butanol/methanol. Samples were sonicated for 30 minutes at room temperature, and
centrifuged at 1600×g for 10 minutes. The supernatants were then transferred into 2 mL
autosampler silanized vials (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
LC-MS/MS analyses were performed on a Prominence LC-20 CE Ultra-Fast Liquid
Chromatograph (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with a Dionex Acclaim C18 Column
(250 × 2.1 mm, 5 µm) (Thermo Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA), performing gradient
separations between 40:60 ACN:water and 89:10:1 solution of isopropyl alcohol
(IPA):ACN:water (both with 10 mM (NH4COOH) and 0.1% FA).
Detection was performed by a Bruker timsTOF quadrupole-time of flight (QTOF)
mass spectrometer (Billerica, MA) equipped with an electrospray ionization source. The
instrument was operated under data-dependent scan acquisition mode, performing MS/MS
via collision induced dissociation (CID). Lipid candidate assignments were made using
Metaboscape (Bruker Daltonics Inc.) and SimLipid (PREMIER Biosoft, Palo Alto, CA).
MS/MS assignments were manually curated and a 10 ppm tolerance was used for MS1.
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4.3.3 Follicle Freeze-Drying Procedure
Follicles were prepared using a freeze-drying method,18 optimized here for
fluorescence imaging and 3D-TOF-SIMS analysis. Ovaries were first placed in a 150 mM
ammonium acetate droplet on an ITO coated glass slide, and individual follicles were
mechanically separated using microdissection pins. The droplet containing ovarian
follicles was sandwiched with a second ITO slide, using glass coverslips as a spacer (~20
µm) on either end. The assembly was held in place using binder clips, and subsequently
immersed in liquid nitrogen for several minutes. The binder clips were then removed, and
the ITO slides were separated while still immersed in liquid nitrogen, akin to freezefracture techniques.59 The sample slides were then transferred into a custom-built vacuum
dryer and allowed to dry as liquid nitrogen boiled off and returned to room temperature.
The sandwich technique employed here allowed for follicles to remain relatively flat and
attached to the slide, enabling subsequent microscopy. Afterwards, ITO slides were
mounted on an ION-TOF top mount stage for TOF-SIMS analysis. The use of ammonium
salts for washing and freeze-drying have been previously utilized to prevent the
accumulation of non-volatile salts such as sodium and potassium, commonly present in
buffer solutions.60 In addition, freeze-drying preserves cell morphology without the use of
chemical fixatives or alcohol dehydration, which could cause a displacement of diffusible
ions and membrane phospholipids.61, 62
4.3.4 Microscopy
Following the freeze-drying of ovarian follicles, sample slides were inspected with
a Nikon Eclipse Ts2R-FL inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY).
Phase contrast images were recorded with a ×20 objective using a 30 ms exposure time. A
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Nikon DAPI filter was used to visualize stained ovarian follicles at an exposure time of
600 ms. Observations of freeze-dried samples revealed that our sample preparations
yielded relatively flat individual follicles, with most fluorescent nurse cells in focus and
minimal instances of fractures.
4.3.5 3D-TOF-SIMS Analysis
A TOF-SIMS 5 instrument retrofitted with a 25 kV Bismuth liquid metal ion gun
and a 20 kV argon cluster sputtering (ION-TOF GmbH, Münster, Germany) was used. The
3D-TOF-SIMS spectra were collected in High Current Bunched mode (HCBU). 2D-MSI
analyses were performed by rastering a Bi3+ primary ion beam over a 200 × 200 µm2 area
centered on the ovarian follicles. Total 2D-MSI primary ion doses were ~1×1012 ions•cm2

per sputter cycle, with a measured spatial resolution of < 3 µm. The 20 keV argon cluster

ion beam (Ar2200+) was used to sputter the sample surface at an ion dose of ~1×1013
ions•cm-2 in between 2D-MSI scans. That is, the 3D-MSI data consisted of non-interlaced
cycles of Bi3+ and Ar2200+ ion bombardment. After the samples substrate was reached
during the 3D analysis, the summed signals from all 3D voxels were used for 2D
visualization and quantification. 3D-TOF-SIMS analyses were carried out in duplicate on
follicles from either diet. Ion beam-induced charge accumulation on the sample surface
was compensated with an electron flooding gun (21 eV). Secondary ions were accelerated
to a kinetic energy of 3 KeV toward a field-free region and a single-stage reflectron.
Secondary ions were post-accelerated to a kinetic energy of 10 KeV, before reaching a
hybrid detector, composed of a multichannel plate scintillator, and a photomultiplier
detection system. In the positive polarity, mass spectra were internally calibrated using the
commonly observed hydrocarbon series: C+, CH+, CH2+, CH3+, C2H3+, and C2H5+, as well
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as the commonly observed lipid fragment ions C5H14NO+ and C5H15NPO4+.30 A mass
resolution of R=3000 at 851 m/z (TG 50:3 [M+Na]+ ion) was observed during the positive
mode HCBU analysis. A mass accuracy of < 100 ppm, attributed to the non-flat nature of
the sample, was observed for all annotated PC and TG. TOF-SIMS assignments were
curated using LC-MS/MS data in replicate samples with a mass tolerance of 10 ppm in
MS1 and with MS/MS information.
Data were collected and processed using the ION-TOF SurfaceLab 6 V6.4
(Münster, Germany). The NESAC/BIO’s NBToolbox V2.7 software (available at
http://mvsa.nb.uw.edu) was used to correct the z-axis and reconstruct depth profile data
assuming a constant sputter rate.
Secondary ion yields (YSI) were calculated by normalizing the secondary ion
intensity to the fluence of the primary ion beam and to the size of the region of interest
(ROI) for direct comparison between 3D-MSI scans of the sample composition. 18 That is,
fluctuations in the primary ion beam and the total 3D interrogated surface area are
accounted for and the resulting units for YSI are the number of secondary ions detected per
primary ion impact.
𝑌𝑆𝐼𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 =

 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 𝑅𝑂𝐼 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝑐𝑚2 )×𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠⁄

𝑐𝑚2

)

(1)

4.4 Results and Discussion
A fundamental aspect of animal life history is the ability of an organism to convert
available resources into usable nutrients and energy for maintenance, activity and
reproduction. Lipids are the major form of energy storage in animals, and in insects, lipids
imported from circulation provide most of the energy and nutrients required during egg
development. 63 In the mosquito Culex quinquefasciatus, ∼90 % of the energy used during
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embryogenesis originates from lipids.64 In Ae. aegypti, ∼80% of lipids found in eggs are
derived from regular sugar meals before blood feeding.46, 65 To better understand the roles
of sugar-feeding derived lipid reserves on mosquito ovarian development, we compared
ovarian follicles from water-fed and sugar-fed Ae. aegypti females, a mosquito
experimental model previously developed to study the effect of nutrition on mosquito
reproduction.55, 56 Females were isolated at adult eclosion, and raised for 5 days on either
a 20% sucrose solution or water. Ovaries from sugar-fed females were larger than those
from water-fed females, with the oocytes clearly visible with light microscopy (Figure 4.1).
Our first challenge was to optimize a sample preparation protocol that preserves the
structural features of the follicle without interfering with the SIMS analysis. To this end,
DAPI staining served as a quality control following the freeze-drying procedure discussed
in the methods section. Figure 4.2 provides a phase contrast and fluorescence image of an
ovarian follicle after freeze-drying. As the follicle scheme illustrates, a suitable protocol
should allow the visualization of several nurse cells surrounded by the follicular
epithelium; with the oocyte in a distal position in reference to the secondary follicle and
the germarium (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.1. Optical images of 5-day old adult Aedes aegypti. The ovaries of the sucrose-fed female are larger
than the water-fed counterpart.

Figure 4.2. (A) Schematic, (B) optical, and (C) fluorescence images of a previtellogenic ovarian follicle of
Aedes aegypti. Each follicle consists of one oocyte plus 7 nurse cells that are surrounded by follicular
epithelial cells. A secondary follicle and the germarium are also visualized distal to the oocyte.
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4.4.1 Assignment of lipid species
After verifying the structural integrity of all samples, follicles from both feeding
conditions were subjected to 3D-TOF-SIMS analysis. While the TOF-SIMS platform
offers reasonable mass resolution (e.g., <10,000), the complexity of biological samples
makes it insufficient for unambiguous chemical formula assignment.
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Our current 3D-

MSI platform does not allow for MS/MS analysis; therefore, replicate samples were
analyzed by LC-MS/MS to confirm the identification of lipid species. A comprehensive
list of the 3D-TOF-SIMS assignments and the supporting MS2 information can be found
in Table 4.1. Pseudomolecular secondary ions for phosphatidylcholines (PC) of the form
[M+H]+ and triglycerides (TG) of the form [M+Na]+ were primarily observed during 3DTOF SIMS positive ion mode. Lipid species are abbreviated herein according to lipid class
and the number of carbons and double bonds along fatty acyl tails is provided. For example,
TG (16:1/16:1/16:1) refers to a triacylglyceride with three fatty acyl groups, each with a
16 carbon chain containing only one double bond.
4.4.2 3D mapping of lipid species
In Figure 4.3, the summed 3D signals of several PCs and TGs are depicted in green
and red, respectively for follicles from sucrose-diet females. The 3D-TOF-SIMS has a
major advantage compared to other 3D-MSI techniques, enabling full access to the 3D
information.18, 67 This capability is illustrated in Figure 4.3, where successive 2D-MSI heat
maps are generated with the Bi3+ analytical beam between Ar2200+ sputtering cycles are
visualized.
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Table 4.1. Tentative assignments of signals observed in 3D-TOF-SIMS analysis of Ae. aegypti ovarian
follicles. LC-MS/MS assignments were manually curated and a 10 ppm tolerance was used for the parent ion
database search.
TOF
SIMS
m/z

Tentative
Assignment

Proposed
Chemical
Formula

Theoretical
m/z

730.5

PC 32:2 (16:1/16:1)
[M+H]+

C40H77NO8P

730.5381

HG-H2O 166.066, HG 184.0801, M-16:1-H2O
476.3152, M-NL 547.4637, M-C5H13NO3P-H2O
547.4637

732.4

PC 32:1 (16:0/16:1)
[M+H]+

C40H79NO8P

732.5538

C5H13N 86.1116, M-C35H65O7P-H2O 86.1116, HGH2O 166.0694, HG 184.0799, M-16:0-H2O
476.3183, M-16:1-H2O 478.3238

734.4

PC 32:0 (16:0/16:0)
[M+H]+

C40H81NO8P

734.5694

756.5

PC 34:3 (16:1/18:2)
[M+H]+

C42H79NO8P

756.5538

758.4

PC 34:2 [M+H]+

C42H81NO8P

758.5694

760.4

PC 34:1 (16:0/18:1)
M+H]+

C42H83NO8P

760.5851

786.4

PC 36:2 (18:1/18:1)
[M+H]+

C44H85NO8P

786.6007

C51H92O6Na

823.6786

C51H92O6Na

823.6786

C51H94O6Na

825.6943

C51H96O6Na

827.7099

C53H94O6Na

849.6943

C53H96O6Na

851.7099

C53H98O6Na

853.7256

C53H100O6Na

855.7412

M-18:0 549.4957, M-16:1 579.5271

C53H100O6Na

855.7412

15:0 C=O+ 239.2402, 17:1 C=O+ 265.2562, M18:1 551.4988, M-18:1 573.4829, M-16:0
577.5165, M-16:0 599.4967, M 855.7492

C55H98O6Na

877.7256

823.6

825.6

827.6
849.6
851.6
853.6

855.6

877.6

TG 48:3
(16:1/16:1/16:1)
[M+Na]+
TG 48:3
(14:1/16:1/18:1)
[M+Na]+
TG 48:2
(16:0/16:1/16:1)
[M+Na]+
TG 48:1
(16:0/16:0/16:1)
[M+Na]+
TG 50:4 [M+Na]+
TG 50:3
(16:1/16:1/18:1)
[M+Na]+
TG 50:2 [M+Na]+
TG 50:1
(16:0/16:1/18:0)
[M+Na]+
TG 50:1
(16:0/16:0/18:1)
[M+Na]+
TG 52:4 [M+Na]+
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LC-MS/MS

M-16:0-H2O 478.2291, M-C2H6N 691.4202, M
734.463
HG-H2O 166.0788, HG 184.0801, 15:1 C=O+
237.2243, M-18:2-H2O 476.3126, M-16:1-H2O
502.3297, M-16:1 520.3345
HG-H2O 166.0686, HG 184.0787
HG-H2O 166.0704, HG 184.0799, M-18:1-H2O
478.3262, M-18:1 496.3315, M-16:0-H2O
504.3437
HG-H2O 166.0671, HG 184.0796, 17:1 C=O+
265.2517, M-18:1-H2O 504.3393, M-18:1
522.359, M-NL 603.544, M-C5H13NO3P-H2O
603.544
M-16:1 569.4508
15:1 C=O+ 237.2207, M-18:1 519.4371, M-18:1
541.4167, M-16:1 547.4674, M-14:1 575.4999,
M 823.6528
15:1 C=O+ 237.2268, 15:0 C=O+ 239.2386, M16:0 547.4672, M-16:1 549.482, M-16:0
569.4498, M-16:1 571.4654, M 825.6911
15:1 C=O+ 237.225, 15:0 C=O+ 239.242, M-16:0
549.4849, M-16:1 551.4965, M-16:0 571.4674,
M-16:1 573.4857

15:1 C=O+ 237.2233, M-18:1 547.4704, M-16:1
575.5006, M-16:1 597.4813

879.6

TG 52:3 [M+Na]+

C55H100O6Na

879.7436

881.7

TG 52:2
(16:1/18:0/18:1)
[M+Na]+

C55H102O6Na

881.7569

883.7

TG 52:1
(16:0/16:1/20:0)
[M+Na]+

C55H104O6Na

883.7725

905.7

TG 54:4 [M+Na]+

C57H102O6Na

905.7569

907.7

TG 54:3

[M+Na]+

C57H104O6Na

907.7725

TG 54:2

[M+Na]+

C57H106O6Na

909.7882

909.7

15:1 C=O+ 237.2205, 17:1 C=O+ 265.2538, M20:4 575.5001, M-18:1 597.4808, M-16:1
625.5152, M 879.7376
15:1 C=O+ 237.2273, 17:1 C=O+ 265.2519, 17:0
C=O+ 267.2516, M-18:0 575.4972, M-18:1
577.5128, M-18:0 597.4911, M-18:1 599.5001,
M-16:1 605.5454, M-16:1 627.5321, M
881.7615
15:1 C=O+ 237.2269, 15:0 C=O+ 239.2438, M20:0 549.4856, M-20:0 571.4671, M-16:0
605.5491, M-16:1 607.5609, M-16:0 627.5306,
M-16:1 629.5331, M 883.7721

Figure 4.3. Visualization of the 3D-MSI analysis of freeze-dried ovarian follicle from a sucrose-diet insect
using dual beam TOF-SIMS. (A) 2D slices showing phosphatidylcholine (PC), triacylglyceride (TG) and
ribose (81 m/z), (B) 3D-MSI composite, and (C) software corrected 3D reconstruction of non-flat surfaces.
The 2D representations correspond to a field of view of 200x200 µm. In (C), the x and y axis are shown in
pixels (1 pixel = 1.56 µm).
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A comprehensive molecular description of species within the follicle is only
possible using the 3D-MSI analysis because of the heterogeneity and morphology of the
mosquito follicles. Significant advantage when compared to other 3D tools (e.g., confocal
microscopy) is that 3D-MSI TOF MS allows for the simultaneous detection of multiple
m/z signal. After the samples substrate was reached during the 3D analysis, the summed
signals from all 3D voxels were used for 2D visualization and quantification. However,
caution should be taken when constructing such 3D-MSIs since sputtering rates depend on
the sample composition. For the analysis presented, a z-axis correction relative to the flat
substrate was used for a reconstructed visualization of the mosquito follicles (see more
details of 3D reconstruction of non-flat samples in ref 68). Supplementary Figure S4 depicts
aerial three-dimensional visualization of selected m/z ions.
The m/z of 81.03 was tentatively assigned as C5H5O+, a fragment ion of ribose
previously reported in SIMS analyses of DNA and ribose standards as well as in
mammalian cells.69-71

This m/z of 81.03 ion (blue) was co-located with DAPI-stained

nurse cells. Nurse cells synthesize large amounts of RNA, which is transferred to the
developing oocyte.
Sum signal of the 3D-MSI analysis were used to build a complementary 2D
representation (top view) of the follicle PCs (green), TGs (red) and ribose (m/z 81.03, blue)
signals in Figure 4.4. When compared to the diagram of the follicle in Figure 4.1, these
species were demonstrated to localize to the follicular epithelium, oocyte, and nurse cells,
respectively. Readers are referred to Table 4.1 for a comprehensive list of the m/z and their
corresponding assignments for PC and TG. Note that different from other imaging
techniques where labeling is required, the m/z channels used to reconstruct the follicle
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structure are endogenous to the sample. This feature makes 3D-TOF-SIMS a powerful
label-free technique for the analysis of biologically relevant molecules.

Figure 4.4. Fluorescence and overlay of all 2D images from the 3D-MSI analysis (top view) of follicles from
water- and sucrose-diet mosquitoes. DAPI staining allows fluorescence imaging of nurse cells. Secondary
ion signal from selected m/z were used to visualize the distribution of phosphatidylcholine (PC),
triacylglyceride (TG), and ribose within individual follicles. A typical SIMS spectrum is shown in
Supplementary Figure S6.
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4.4.3 Polyunsaturated TG contents in ovarian follicles
All TGs identified contained either mono- or poly-unsaturated long-chain fatty
acids (LCFA) with 16-20 carbons in each fatty acyl group (see Table 4.1). In Figure 4.5,
the secondary ion yield for thirteen selected TGs are compared for the two diet conditions.
Ovarian follicles from sucrose-fed females exhibited increases in all the detected TGs, with
differences between the two diets decreasing as the fatty acid chain length increased
(greater differences in TG 48 and 50 vs. TG 52 and 54). These studies also revealed that
the amounts of poly-unsaturated TGs, such as 50:4, 52:4 and 54:4, were less affected by
the female diet. SIMS was also used to compare PCs in individual follicles from waterand sugar-fed females. There were not major differences in the signal of PCs from females
raised with the two diets in the follicles sampled (Supplementary Figure S5). 3D-MSI
trends in TG and PC relative abundances as a function of the diet agree with those from
LC-MS/MS measurements. That is, TGs were found to be more abundant in extracts of
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the sum triacylglyceride (TG) signal from the 3D-MSI analysis. The analysis was
comprised of n=2 individual follicles from a single water-fed, and a single sucrose-fed female. Bars represent
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the mean and the standard error of the mean (SEM) of duplicate measurements. Asterisks denote significant
difference (unpaired t-test: ** p<=0.01, * p<=0.05).

sucrose-fed female ovaries while no major differences in the PCs between the two
diets were observed Supplementary Figure S5).
Triacylglycerides are the main lipid class stored in mosquito eggs as a long-term
source of energy and nutrients.72 Sugar-feeding resulted in a higher mobilization of
saturated TG into the developing eggs. Previously, mosquito embryonic development has
been demonstrated to be completed within ~3 days after oviposition, and fully developed
1st instar larvas reside for weeks/months within the chorion awaiting the appropriate
environmental cues to stimulate hatching.72 Reserves of TG with saturated fatty acids are
very stable, whereas unsaturated acids are more susceptible to oxidation; the more double
bonds, the greater the susceptibility. Mosquito pharate larvae can withstand months of
quiescence inside the egg only depending on these stored “stable” maternal reserves.
Ovaries from mosquitoes reared under different nutritional conditions showed
differences in follicle size, oocyte size, oocyte lipid contents, and overall morphology.
Nutritional stress generated a more heterogeneous population of follicles with different
intrinsic ‘‘quality’’, including dissimilar lipid reserves. These differences determine the
potential of individual follicles for further development, and categorize them into “viable”
and “unviable” follicles.56 Unviable follicles have higher probability of being resorbed by
apoptosis, this resorption of follicles represents a reversal of nutrients away from
reproduction and towards alternative activities and reflects the need to balance present and
future reproduction to maximize fitness.55, 56, 73
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4.5 Conclusions
3D-TOF-SIMS analysis allowed for the recognition of different cell types within
the mosquito ovarian follicle, as well as revealed changes of lipid species at the individual
ovarian follicle level. A good agreement was observed between optical and 3D-TOF-SIMS
derived structural features, differentiating the three main follicular components (oocyte,
nurse cells, and follicular epithelial cells).

Our studies revealed that stored poly-

unsaturated TGs increased in sucrose-fed insects; and therefore, these TG species could be
used as markers for follicular fitness and overall mosquito reproductive output. Given that
a small sample size (n=2) was analyzed here, further experiments are required to better
preclude biological variation as the cause for our observations. Further integration of this
3D-MSI probes with ultrahigh resolution instruments and tandem MS strategies will
provide independent verification of the molecular composition at the single cell level and
increase the analytical power of 3D-SIMS. The high homogeneity across the follicles
(Figure 4.1) between the two feeding conditions allows to more confidently extrapolate the
3D-TOF-SIMS results (n=2 per feeding condition).
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5.1 Abstract
A precise understanding of the mobilization of critical lipid components in the
ovary will improve our knowledge of mosquito reproduction. In the present work, female
Aedes aegypti are subjected to various stable isotope diets from adult eclosion. Time-ofFlight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) is used for imaging of de novo
synthesized TG to confirm co-localization of unlabeled and 2H-labeled TG lipids. In the
mosquito ovary, the number of deuterium atoms incorporated into eighteen different TG
species indicate constant adjustment of ovarian TG stores at as 3, 7, and 11 days posteclosion, a period over which the ovary is expected to be limited in development while in
the previtellogenic gate. De novo ovarian TGs are rapidly synthesized after eclosion, with
preliminary data suggesting that the fat body only begins to accumulate the same de novo
TGs several days after they are first stockpiled in the ovary. Deuterium labels indicate that
at least two-thirds of the fatty acids are labeled in each TG.
5.2 Introduction
The life strategy of the Aedes aegypti mosquito requires careful allocation of
nutrient reserves to provide energy for survival, flight, and reproduction. 1-4 Considering
the rising threat of vector-borne diseases5, 6 and insecticide resistance,7-9 there is a necessity
to understand fully the mechanisms underlying the transport of valuable resources to the
developing insect oocyte. It has previously been demonstrated that sugar feeding plays a
critical role in preventing resorption of follicles10 and ensuring egg viability.4 Although Ae.
aegypti has the ability to synthesize lipids de novo from both blood and sugar feeding,11 it
has been demonstrated that sugar meal quantity prior to blood feeding is still pivotal to the
success of the oocytes.12 Interestingly, the capability for the stockpile of TGs is unique to
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Aedes sollicitans females, with males showing no accumulation of TGs following sugar
meals.13 In fact, in Ae. aegypti, lipids make up approximately half of the dry weight of the
mosquito ovary.14, 15 The mosquito ovary can only synthesize small amounts of lipids.16
Previously, investigations using radio-labeled glyceride precursors revealed that the fat
body is chiefly responsible for the production of both diacylglycerides and
triacylglycerides in the insect,17 and that lipids found in the ovary mostly originate from de
novo synthesis in the fat body.18
To date, little is known about the mobilization of TG at the follicular level during
the ovarian resting stage. According to the literature, the follicle exists in a ‘state of arrest’
after about three days post-eclosion, having developed nurse cells, the oocyte, and the
cessation of follicular growth.19-21 In light of recent advances in mass spectrometric
techniques, instrumentation now exists that permits investigation of individual de novo
synthesized TG species of the Ae. aegypti ovary. In the current study, TOF-SIMS, LCMS/MS, and LC-TIMS-MS are utilized to identify and visualize the distribution of labeled
TGs as a function of diet.
5.3 Materials and Methods
Insect colony and diet
Aedes aegypti of the Rockefeller strain were raised in a room held at 28 °C and 80%
humidity on a 16 hour light and 8 hour dark cycle similar to previous reports.10, 22 After
eclosion, adult mosquitoes were separated into four diet regimens: water, 20% sucrose
solution in water (henceforth sucrose/water), 2H2O, or 20% sucrose in 2H2O (henceforth
sucrose/2H2O). The insects were fed daily by wetting a 1 × 1 inch cotton pad with the
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respective diet. Containers were loosely covered with polyethylene wrap to prevent rapid
evaporation of the feeding pad. On the third day, a portion of the sample of female insects
were dissected and new diets implemented for remaining mosquitoes. Insects previously
raised on sucrose/2H2O for three days were divided into four groups and fed either water,
sucrose/water, 2H2O, or continued on sucrose/2H2O. Insects were further collected four
days later (day seven) and at eight days later (day 11). A separate cohort of Ae. aegypti,
previously fed unlabeled sucrose/water for 3 days, was then raised on either water or
sucrose/water to serve as a basis of comparison for day 7 and day 11 collections.
Dissection and extraction of lipids
After 3 days of their respective diets, female mosquitoes were dissected in
phosphate buffered saline to obtain ovaries. For collection of fat bodies, mosquitoes were
cut at the thorax with the midgut, crop, malpighian tubules, and ovaries removed by pulling
from last abdominal segment. A total of 10 ovaries and 3 fat bodies were accumulated per
sample replicate, stored in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes, and kept frozen at -80 °C until all
insects in the experiment were dissected. After collection of all time points, 10 µL of a mix
of labeled internal standard was added (Splash Lipidomix, Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster,
AL). An aliquot of 100 µL butanol/methanol and 3 µL butylated hydroxytoluene was added
to each Eppendorf tube. Homogenization was carried out using 1.5 mL polypropylene
pestles (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and a handheld cordless motor for 10 seconds.
The pestles were then rinsed with 200 µL butanol/methanol, combining the rinse effluent
with the homogenized solution. Next, Eppendorf tubes containing homogenates were
sonicated at room temperature for 30 minutes, and then centrifuged at 1,600 × g for 10
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minutes. The supernatant was transferred into autosampler vials with 300 µL silanized
glass inserts (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
LC-TIMS-MS and LC -MS/MS analysis
Trapped ion mobility coupled to liquid chromatography MS (LC-TIMS-MS) and
LC-MS/MS experiments were performed on a Prominence LC-20 CE Ultra-Fast Liquid
Chromatograph (Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with an Accucore C30 column (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA), coupled to a commercial timsTOF (Bruker Daltonics
Inc., Billerica, MA). Separations were carried out using a gradient from 40:60 ACN:H 2O
and 89:1:1 IPA:ACN:H2O (both with 10 mM ammonium acetate and 0.1% formic acid
held at 55 °C. An injection volume of 5 µL and a flow rate of 0.25 mL/min. solvent was
used.
TOF-SIMS sample preparation and analysis
Mosquito ovaries were harvested on day 3 from sucrose/water and sucrose/2H2O
diet condition insects. Ovaries were then stained with a 3 µm solution of 4′,6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI) prepared in PBS for 5 minutes. Afterwards, ovaries were rinsed and
placed in 150 mM ammonium acetate droplets on an indium tin-oxide coated (ITO) glass
slide and mechanically split into individual follicles using microdissection pins. The
droplets were sandwiched with a second ITO slide and using a 20 µm coverslip as a spacer
on either end. The assembly was subsequently submersed in liquid nitrogen for several
minutes and the sandwich was opened while still submersed. The sample slides were then
transferred into a custom-built vacuum dryer and freeze-dried as liquid nitrogen boiled off
and the samples were warmed to room temperature. In such a preparation, follicles
remained relatively flat attached to the ITO slide.22 Ovarian follicles were inspected with
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a Nikon Eclipse Ts2R-FL inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY) using
phase contrast and DAPI filter. Follicles which displayed intact follicular epithelium and
nurse cells (indicated by DAPI staining) were considered to be well-preserved and selected
for subsequent TOF-SIMS analysis.
A TOF-SIMS 5 instrument (ION-TOF Gmbh, Münster, Germany) equipped with a
25 kV Bismuth liquid metal ion gun and a 20kV argon cluster gun was used. The 3D-TOFSIMS spectra were obtained by dual-beam depth profiling, with Bi3+ serving as the
analytical beam and Ar2200+ serving as the sputtering beam. Each cycle consisted of a Bi3+
dose of 5 × 1011 ions•cm-2 and a sputtering dose of 2 × 1015 ions•cm-2 over a 200 × 200 µm
area. Charge compensation was carried out using a 21 eV electron flood gun. Secondary
ions were accelerated to a kinetic energy of 3 KeV toward a field-free region and a singlestage reflectron. Secondary ions were post-accelerated to a 10 KeV before reaching a
hybrid detector, composed of a multi-channel plate scintillator and photomultiplier
detection system. Analyses were performed in High-Current Bunched mode (HCBU) at a
measured spatial resolution of ~2.5 µm on a 1000-mesh grid. After the follicle was
completely consumed, the samples 3D voxels were used for 2D visualization. Mass
resolution in excess of 3,600 was observed at 851 m/z (TG 50:3 [M+Na]+). Data were
collected and processed using SurfaceLab 6 V6.4 (ION-TOF Gmbh, Münster, Germany).
5.4 Results and Discussion
Isolation of mosquito ovaries
Dissection of adult Ae. aegypti is straightforward, requiring incision at the thorax,
followed by pulling at the last abdominal segment. In so doing, various tissues are
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accessible such as the ovary, midgut, crop, and fat body (Figure 5.1). The midgut is
primarily responsible for the digestion of blood meals. Sugar meals are first digested in the
crop, then transported to various destinations for use as precursors to lipid synthesis that
are later found in the fat body and ovaries.18, 23 The Ae. aegypti ovary contains an average
of 60 follicles. As Figure 5.1 illustrates, each primary follicle consists of an oocyte and
seven nurse cells. Neutral lipids such as TGs, are stored as lipid droplets in the oocyte.24
In order to assess the mobilization of TG species in the ovary, insects were raised
with access to the diets outlined in Supplementary Figure S7. After eclosion, adult
mosquitoes were allowed access to either water, a 20% sucrose solution (hereinafter
‘sucrose’ for brevity), 2H2O (heavy water), or a 20% sucrose solution prepared in 2H2O
(hereinafter ‘labeled sucrose’) for three days. By the third day, ovaries of the sucrose and
labeled sucrose conditions are expected to have reached the previtellogenic gate,
sometimes described in the literature as stage IIb.19, 21 After insects were sacrificed, the
remaining population maintained on sucrose and labeled sucrose were further segregated
into new diet regimes. Those initially fed sucrose were sub-divided into water or continued
sucrose diets for an additional eight days. Those initially raised on labeled sucrose were
sub-divided into water, sucrose, 2H2O, or labeled sucrose for an additional 8 days. It is
important to note that insects of the former two conditions described have never had access
to heavy water, while the latter four condition insects had at least three days of exposure to
heavy water.
TOF-SIMS imaging of de novo synthesized lipids
Supplementary Figure S8 shows typical positive polarity TOF-SIMS spectra of
follicles from 3-day sucrose and labeled sucrose diet insects. In SIMS data, TG species are
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observed primarily as [M+Na]+ molecular ions. Considering that TGs are known to be the
major lipid class in the mosquito ovary, the diacylglycerides observed here most likely
originate from fragmentation of the TG species. Inspection of Appendi indicates the
substitution one or more hydrogen atoms for deuterium in DG and TG species. Filled and
hollow triangles are used to denote TGs that are most likely 1×2H labeled and unlabeled,
respectively. Supplementary Table S1 lists all SIMS assignments, with all odd m/z TGs
approximated as ‘Unlabeled’ and all even, or M+1 m/z, TGs as ‘Labeled.’ Upon graphing
the ratio of (M+1)/M signal as in Supplementary Figure S9, it can be observed that this
generalization likely allows discrimination of TGs based on m/z despite possible overlaps.
TOF-SIMS imaging allowed for the visualization of nurse-cells and phospholipid
membranes, and TG species within the follicle similar to our previous report.22 Considering
that each TG species is now detected across multiple m/z for each 2H incorporated, TG
signal of the Sucrose/2H2O diet is considerably lower than that of unlabeled diets (Figure
5.2). Visualization of the follicular epithelium (PC, green) and nurse cells (nuclei, blue) by
secondary ion images indicates preservation of the follicular structure. However, no
differences between the sum of all TGs considered ‘Unlabeled’ and ‘Labeled’ were
observed, suggesting no change to the ultimate destination of this lipid class .
LC-TIMS-MS of ovarian lipids
Ovarian extracts were analyzed using LC-TIMS-MS. Comparison of the data
obtained from 3-day sucrose and labeled sucrose diets are showcased in Figure 5.3. In the
2D LC and ion mobility (IM) domains, phosphatidylcholines ([M+H]+), sphingomyelins
([M+H]+), diacylglycerides ([M-H2O+H]+), and triacylglycerides ([M+NH4]+) were well
separated (Figure 5.3, a, b, g, and h). Triacylglyceride species, in particular, eluted between
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30 and 40 min in the chromatography domain and consist of molecular species ranging
largely from 800 to 900 m/z (Figure 5.3, d and j). A list of the TG species examined herein
and proposed chemical identification based on LC-MS/MS can be found in Table 5.1.
So-called extracted ion chromatograms were used to examine the elution of
individual TG species, in this case, the [M+NH4]+ molecular ion corresponding to TG 48:3
(Figure 5.3 c). Extracted ion chromatograms of labeled sucrose diet samples also revealed
the presence of 2H-labeled TGs (compare Figure 5.3, c and i). Liquid chromatography was
used here to separate individual TG species by degree of unsaturation. This is especially
useful when using a time-of-flight based detector, where the difference in m/z of one 2H
(e.g., TG 48:3 1×2H) and two 1H species (e.g., TG 48:2) was only 1.5 mDa. For the TG
species observed here, the isotopic abundance of the M+1 peak of the molecular ion
(corresponding to the 13C isotope) is theoretically predicted to be between 56 and 63% of
the molecular ion signal, M (depending on the number of carbons in each respective TG).
When the chromatographic peak area of several TG species are compared by plotting the
(M+1)/M, a deviation from the expected 13C isotopic contribution was observed only for
the labeled sucrose diet condition (Supplementary Figure S10). Although Figure 5.3i
implies that 2H and

13

C signal is convoluted, it also demonstrates that

13

C signal was

systematic and predictable, posing no obstacle to interpretation of 2H-labeled TGs. The
LC-MS dimension is used to quantify individual triacylglycerides (Supplementary Figure
S11) Although several TGs are mostly separated in the ion mobility dimension
(Supplementary Figure S12).
In order to confidently identify each TG species, tandem MS was performed on 18
precursor ions. A complete list with ion mobility, retention time, and chemical formula can
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be found in Table 5.1. Most TGs examined here exist as a mixture of varying fatty acid
chain lengths. For example, TG 48:3 was found to be approximately 57% 14:1/16:1/18:1
and 43% was 16:1/16:1/16:1 based on MS2 intensity. Here, positional isomers are not
distinguished from one another.
De novo synthesis of TG species
In agreement with our previous report, TGs containing 48, 50, 52, and 54 carbons
are observed (Supplementary Figure S13).22 Mass spectra collected from ovary extracts
revealed the presence of de novo synthesized (2H-labeled) TGs for insects whose diet
contained 2H2O (Supplementary Figure S13). As early as the third day of the initial diets,
the isotopic pattern of TGs can be observed to have shifted as a result of 2H-incorporation
(exemplified by the C48 TG series from the labeled sucrose diet in Figure 5.3k). In Figure
5.3 f and l, the quantity of 2H in TG 48:3 is measured by LC-MS quantitation. While
sucrose-diet insect ovaries are comprised solely of unlabeled TG 48:3 (Figure 5.3i), those
fed labeled sucrose had TG 48:3 with varying number of 2H incorporated into the lipid
(Figure 5.3l). In theory, a change in the center of this distribution over time should indicate
a mobilization of current ovarian TG stores. For an accurate determination of the quantity
of 2H becoming incorporated to newly synthesized TG, each lipid was integrated in the
chromatography dimension as a function of the number of 2H.
In Figure 5.4, the median number of 2H per lipid is summarized per diet condition.
For highly unsaturated lipids (e.g., TG 50:5, 52:5, 54:6), about 1 deuterium atom is
incorporated after a 3-day Sucrose/2H2O diet. For more saturated species (e.g., TG 52:3
and 54:2), upwards of 3 deuterium atoms were observed at the same time point. At the end
of the experiment, the median number of deuterium in each TG species appeared to be
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directly correlated with diet. As expected, an 11-day diet of sucrose/2H2O resulted in the
most labeled TGs in ovarian extracts, followed closely by the 2H2O diet. Despite having
entered the ovarian resting stage, ovaries continue to replace unlabeled TGs with 2Hlabeled TGs. Surprisingly, a water diet resulted in TGs with more deuterium compared to
the sucrose diet by the last day. To illustrate, water diet ovary TGs 48:2, 48:1, 50:2, and
50:1 had incorporated about one more deuterium on average when compared to their
sucrose counterpart.
Total amounts of individual TG species are graphed in Figure 5.6 as a function of
diet. After the initial sucrose/2H2O diet, insect were separated into four new diets until the
completion of the experiment. From Figure 5.5, it appears that the mosquito ovary
continues to stockpile new TGs until between 3 and 7 days. Changes in the number of
deuterium between day 3 and 7, therefore, are partially the result of TG import. From day
7 to 11, however, there does not appear to be a significant change in any of the individual
TGs for their respective diet. Since the overall amount of TG is constant after day 7, the
changes in deuterium incorporation between day 7 and 11 are indicative of the consumption
of unlabeled TG and newly imported 2H-labeled TG. Taken together, Figures 5.5 and 5.6
are direct evidence that TGs are not merely stored in the ovary during the resting stage.
In order to deduce the location of incorporate deuterium atoms, tandem MS
experiments were performed on 5×2H-labeled TG 52:3 and 48:3. Unlabeled and labeled
precursor ions were subjected to collision induced dissociation and the results displayed in
Figure 5.6. For the labeled TGs, diacylglyceride-like fragment ions indicate the loss of one
fatty acid chain, and consequently, how many deuterium atoms were on that chain. Based
on the intensity of each MS2 species, TG 16:1(d5)/18:1/18:1 is the most likely
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arrangement, followed by TG 16:1(d4)/18:1(d1)/18:1 and TG 16:1(d2)/18:1(d3)/18:1. A
list of all possible arrangements are shown in Table 5.2. Most commonly, one of the three
fatty acid chains in every TG appears to be unlabeled.
Kinetics of 2H-incorporation into TG
In order to understand the origin of newly labeled TGs in the ovary, even after
heavy water was removed from the mosquito diet, exploratory extracts of the fat body were
also examined at identical diet and time points. Mass spectra, shown in Supplementary
Figure S14, reveal that de novo synthesized TGs do not appear in the fat body until at least
day-7 and become especially pronounced by day-11.
Particular attention was also paid to the distribution of the number deuterium in TG
as a function of time. In Figure 5.7, the abundance of differentially labeled TG 50:3 in the
ovary and fat body was graphed. An important observation is that these distributions appear
to be bell-shaped as opposed to bi-modal, which would be expected if the ovary was
initially fortified with unlabeled maternal reserves and supplemented with labeled de novo
TG afterwards. To date, no mechanism for the transport of TGs out of the ovary has been
reported. Such a symmetric profile of 2H in TGs is evidence that likely suggests the net
destruction and production of TGs. Replicate ovarian extracts of the day-3 labeled sucrose
diet insects indicate that 3×2H labeled TG 50:3 is most often encountered. At day-7, when
heavy water is removed from the diet, the mean-centered distribution shifts to about 1×2H
(Figure 5.7, b and d). In contrast, continued access to heavy water or labeled sucrose shifts
the distribution to about 4 and 5×2H (Figure 5.7, f and h). This clearly indicates a change
in the TG population between day-3 and day-7 of feeding, with more highly deuterated TG
apparently replacing the previous contents of the ovary. Data from day-11 extracts were
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somewhat unexpected. While heavy water and labeled sucrose diet samples did not
significantly change, those switched to unlabeled diets still incorporated more deuterium
atoms into the oocyte (Figure 5.7, c and e).
Since ovaries were already demonstrated to contain 2H-TGs by day-3, Figure 5.7
suggests that the vast majority of de novo TGs are first exported to sufficiently stockpile
(at least) the ovary before accumulation in the fat body. In contrast to ovary profiles, day
7 and 11 fat body data appear to be bi-modal, which was initially expected if the insect
emerged with an initial pool of unlabeled precursors and began accumulating labeled TG
without a competing consumption. Across all diets in the fat body samples, TG 50:3
incorporated more deuterium labels between day 7 and day 11. Interestingly, synthesis of
2

H-labeled TGs continued despite no immediate access to heavy water from the diet. This

indicates that heavy water or labeled precursors are still present in the organism a week
after restricting heavy water from the diet. The synthesis of TGs is especially apparent
when inspecting Figure 5.7 o and p. Earlier it was observed that ovarian TGs 48:2, 48:1,
50:2, and 50:1 of the water diet were unexpectedly higher in 2H content than the sucrose
counterpart. Based on dramatic depletion of fat body unlabeled TG at day 7 and subsequent
increase in labeled de novo TG at day 11 (Figure 5.7 k,l,o, and p), it is plausible that ovaries
in insects of starved diets could be supplemented by highly 2H-labeled TG previously
stored in the fat body.
5.5 Conclusions
When a sugar meal is obtained, pharyngeal sense organs direct sugar to the ventral
diverticulum, or crop.25,

26

Oligosaccharides from both the midgut and midgut are

hydrolyzed by alpha-glucosidases into glucose.27-29 Carbohydrates are in turn synthesized
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into trehalose in the fat body.30 In Ae. aegypti, trehalose is the main carbohydrate
circulating in the hemolymph.1 As opposed to glycogen and glucose, trehalose is not
depleted to power flight activity.31 According to radio-labeled sugar experiments, trehalose
is utilized as a substrate for triacylglyceride and phospholipid synthesis.32, 33
And while triacylglyceride is the principal lipid produced in fat body,16 only a
miniscule fraction of labeled TG is actually found in the hemolymph compared to
diacylglyceride (DG).17, 34 It was later discovered that fat body DGs are loaded onto a
lipophorin (Lp) ‘shuttle,’ mediated by lipid transfer particle (LTP), and transported through
the hemolymph into various destinations.34-36 Lipophorin, aided by LTP and lipoprotein
lipase (LPL), deposit DG into the previtellogenic ovary in a mostly non-endocytic
manner.37-39 DG precursors are assembled into TG species after delivery, becoming the
major lipid species of the ovary.15
The use of heavy water enabled deuterium labeling of individual TG species,
allowing quantitation as a function of diet and from their initial site of synthesis to their
destination. One clear trend among all TGs is that labeled diets consistently result in more
highly labeled ovarian lipids when compared to both the initial diet and the divergent
unlabeled diets. A second trend that is observed in Figure 5.4 is that more highly saturated
lipids show more incorporation of 2H. Previously, it has been proposed that the degree of
lipid labeling using heavy water was directly related to the percentage of heavy water
compared to the total water content of the organism.40 If two lipids of differing degrees of
unsaturation but of the same diet and time point were compared (e.g., day-11 TG 50:5 with
an average of 4×2H and TG 50:1 with an average of 8×2H), the change in the number of
incorporated 2H atoms cannot be explained by the difference in the hydrogen content of
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the lipid alone (i.e., TG 50:5 has 92 hydrogens, with 4% labeled on average; in contrast,
TG 50:1 has 100 hydrogens, with 8% of those replaced by deuterium). Evidently, the
synthesis must be driven by at least some other factor. Deuterium atoms appear to be most
present in at least two of the three fatty acid chains of each TG. This is possibly explained
by the presence of unlabeled teneral reserves at eclosion, which may provide a significant
pool from which unlabeled fatty acids are available.
In Figure 5.8, a visual representation of TG mobilization was constructed on the
basis of the insights gained from this investigation. A replacement of TGs with 2H-TGs
was observed, despite the physiological ‘resting’ state typical of 3+ day-old adult mosquito
previtellogenic ovaries. To date, this is the first observation of depletion of ovarian TGs,
challenging the notion of a ‘state of arrest.’ Unexpectedly, mosquito ovaries of the
Sucrose/2H2O->H2O diet resulted in more 2H-TGs than the Sucrose/2H2O->Sucrose diet.
A simultaneous shift in the TG content of the fat body during starvation might be related
to the sudden 2H labeling of TGs in ovaries of starved insects (Figure 5.7). It appears that
prolonged starvation triggered an additional shipment of de novo 2H-TGs from the fat body.
Paradoxically, 2H-TGs were not observed in the fat body until at least day 7 of the
experiment. Considering that the fat body is primary site of TG synthesis, it is likely that
the fat body exports all de novo lipids until a threshold elsewhere is met, after which 2HTGs begin to accumulate in the fat body.
With the aid of chromatographic techniques, quantitation of individual 2H-labeled
TG species on a q-TOF platform were carried out. Experiments undertaken here
demonstrated that heavy water containing diets can be used to confirm the de novo
synthesis of triacylglycerides in Ae. aegypti in the fat body as well as delivery to the ovary.
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TOF-SIMS imaging suggests that de novo TGs are transported to the oocyte of the
developing follicle similarly to unlabeled TGs. Taken together, results suggest that ovarian
resting stage follicles continue to incorporate and consume TGs, challenging the paradigm
that the ovary exists in a ‘state of arrest’ until a blood meal is consumed.
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Figure 5.1. Aedes aegypti ovary, previtellogenic follicle, and layout of important organs involved in feeding.
1. A sugar meal is obtained and sucrose is stored in the crop.25 2. After a sugar meal is ingested, alpha
glucosidases in the crop and midgut begin to digest sucrose 27, 29, 41. 3. Sugars are transported through the
hemolymph into the fat body. 4. Sugars are transformed into trehalose.30 5. Trehalose and other sugars are
used as precursors for fatty acid and triacylglyceride synthesis.32, 33, 42 When a sugar diet with 2H2O is
provided, de novo synthesized TGs are labeled with 2H along the fatty acyl tails and stored as lipid droplets
in the Fat Body. 6. TGs are converted into DGs.17 7. Lipid Transfer Particle (LTP) mediates loading of DG
onto Lipophorin (Lp).36 8. Lp ‘shuttles’ DGs through the hemolymph.17, 34-36 9. The majority of DG is
transferred by Lp, or with the aid of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) or LTP without endocytosis of Lp.38 10. DGs
are utilized by the oocyte as precursor for TGs and other lipids. TGs are consumed or exported during the
ovarian resting stage (ORS)
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Figure 5.2. 3D-HCBU TOF-SIMS imaging of single follicles from either a 3-day sucrose or 3-day labeled
sucrose diet. The TG channels used for construction of TG images are listed in Supplementary Table S1.
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Figure 5.3. LC-TIMS-MS of day-3 unlabeled and labeled sucrose diet insect ovaries. An asterisk indicates
TG 48:3, shown in accompanying extracted ion chromatograms mass spectra.
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Figure 5.4. Median number of 2H incorporated into 18 ovarian TGs.
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Figure 5.5. Quantitation of total lipid per ovary per TG species
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Figure 5.6. Tandem MS of unlabeled and 5×2H-labeled TG 52:3 and 48:3.
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Figure 5.7. Distribution of 2H in de novo synthesized TG 50:3 of ovarian and fat body extracts.
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Figure 5.8. Summary of de novo synthesized triacylglycerides of the ovary. Total TG in nanograms per ovary,
percentage of TGs with at least one incorporated 2H atom, and average number of 2H atoms in 18 TGs as a
function of diet. The area of the circle is proportional to the amount of TG. The error is given as the standard
error of the mean.
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Table 5.1. LC-TIMS-MS and LC-MS/MS triacylglyceride assignments

Lipid assignment

Ion form

Retention
time
(min.)

1/K0

Proposed
chemical
formula

Theoretical
m/z

TG
15:0/18:1(d7)/15:0

[M+NH4]+

31.8-32.4

1.540

C51H89O6D7

829.798455

TG 48:3

[M+NH4]+

30.5-31.1

1.513

C51H92O6

818.723216

TG 48:2

TG 48:1

[M+NH4]+

[M+NH4]+

31.1-31.7

31.9-32.5

1.523

1.533

C51H94O6

C51H96O6

820.738866

822.754516

Assignment
based on
MS/MS

Relative
Abundance

14:1_16:1_18:1

57%

16:1_16:1_16:1

43%

16:0_16:1_16:1

46%

14:0_16:1_18:1

25%

14:1_16:0_18:1

20%

18:1_18:1_12:0

8%

16:0_16:0_16:1

63%

14:0_16:0_18:1

37%

TG 50:5

[M+NH4]+

30.1-30.7

1.524

C53H92O6

842.723216

18:3_16:1_16:1

100%

TG 50:4

[M+NH4]+

30.7-31.3

1.531

C53H94O6

844.738866

18:2_18:1_14:1

40%

18:3_16:0_16:1

24%

18:2_16:1_16:1

21%

20:4_16:0_14:0

14%

16:1_16:1_18:1

75%

14:1_18:1_18:1

25%

16:0_16:1_18:1

40%

16:1_16:1_18:0

17%

14:1_18:0_18:1

16%

20:0_16:1_14:1

15%

14:0_18:1_18:1

13%

16:0_16:0_18:1

77%

14:0_18:0_18:1

23%

20:4_18:1_14:0

39%

18:3_18:1_16:1

19%

18:3_18:2_16:0

18%

18:2_18:2_16:1

15%

18:1_17:2_17:2

10%

18:3_18:1_16:0

46%

18:2_18:1_16:1

34%

18:2_18:2_16:0

20%

TG 50:3

[M+NH4]+

31.3-31.9

1.545

C53H96O6

846.754516

TG 50:2

[M+NH4]+

31.9-32.5

1.558

C53H98O6

848.770166

TG 50:1

TG 52:5

TG 52:4

[M+NH4]+

[M+NH4]+

[M+NH4]+

32.7-33.3

1.564

30.9-31.5

1.552
&
1.565

31.5-32.0

1.563

C53H100O6

C55H96O6

C55H98O6

850.785816

870.754516

872.770166

TG 52:3

[M+NH4]+

32.0-32.6

1.577

C55H100O6

874.785816

16:1_18:1_18:1

100%

TG 52:2

[M+NH4]+

32.6-33.2

1.589

C55H102O6

876.801466

16:0_18:1_18:1

48%

16:1_18:0_18:1

27%

14:1_18:1_20:0

24%

100

TG 52:1

[M+NH4]+

33.6-34.2

1.594

TG 54:6

[M+NH4]+

31.0-31.6

TG 54:5

[M+NH4]+

31.6-32.2

TG 54:4

[M+NH4]+

32.2-32.5

1.570
&
1.584
1.580
&
1.597
1.593

TG 54:3

[M+NH4]+

32.8-33.5

TG 54:2

[M+NH4]+

33.6-34.2

C55H104O6

878.817116

16:0_18:0_18:1

33%

16:0_16:1_20:0

30%

14:1_18:0_20:0

21%

16:1_18:0_18:0

16%

C57H98O6

896.770166

C57H100O6

898.785816

C57H102O6

900.801466

1.610

C57H104O6

902.817116

18:1_18:1_18:1

100%

1.618

C57H106O6

904.832766

16:1_18:1_20:0

53%

18:0_18:1_18:1

31%

16:0_18:1_20:1

16%

Table 5.2. Proposed location of number of 2H per fatty acyl chain of TG 52:3 (5×2H) [M+NH4]+. The
precursor of 879.9 ± 1 m/z was selected for LC-MS/MS. Values in bold indicate the known number of 2H
according to the neutral loss of the respective FA. Here, the sum of the intensities of each respective MS2
peak is shown as a percentage.

TG 52:3 (d5)
MS2 Peak
580.5344
603.5368
579.5273
604.5404
580.5344
604.5404
577.5188
606.5534
580.5344
606.5534
575.5004
580.5344
608.5697
578.5134
605.5441
580.5344
605.5441
579.5273
605.5441
578.5134

Number of 2H in corresponding FA
FA 16:1
5
5
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

FA 18:1
0
0
1
1
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
2
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FA 18:1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
3
3
5
5
5
0
0
2
2
1
1
1

Probability

Rank

8.7%

1

6.8%

2

6.8%

2

6.7%

3

6.7%

3

6.5%

4

6.2%

5

6.2%

5

4.8%

6

4.7%

7

606.5534
579.5273
606.5534
575.5004
608.5697
576.5071
607.5556
580.5344
607.5556
577.5188
607.5556
579.5273
607.5556
578.5134
607.5556
577.5188
608.5697
578.5134
608.5697
576.5071
608.5697
579.5273
608.5697

2
2
2
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
5
5
4
4
0
0
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
2
2
4
4
1
1

1
2
2
0
0
0
0
4
4
1
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
4
4
Sum

4.7%

7

4.3%

8

4.3%

8

4.3%

8

3.2%

9

3.2%

9

2.6%

10

2.5%

11

2.5%

11

2.2%

12

2.2%

12

100%
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CHAPTER 6: Multimodal, in-situ imaging of ex-vivo human skin reveals decrease of
cholesterol sulfate in the neoepithelium during acute wound healing
This chapter was recently accepted for publication in the journal of Analytical Chemistry
Anthony Castellanos, Mario Gomez Hernandez, Marjana Tomic-Canic, Ivan Jozic, and
Francisco A. Fernández-Lima.
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6.1 Abstract
Skin repair is a significant aspect of human health. While the makeup of healthy
stratum corneum and epidermis is generally understood, the mobilization of molecular
components during skin repair remains to be investigated. In the present work, we utilize
multi-modal, in-situ, mass spectrometry and immunofluorescence imaging for the
characterization of newly formed epidermis following an initial acute wound for the first
96h of epithelization. In particular, TOF-SIMS and confirmatory MALDI FT-ICR MS
(/MS) analysis permitted the mapping of several lipid classes including phospholipids,
neutral lipids, cholesterol, ceramides, and free fatty acids. Endogenous lipid species were
localized in discrete epidermal skin layers, including the stratum corneum (SC), stratum
granulosum (SG), stratum basale (SB), and dermis. Experiments revealed that healthy reepithelializing skin is characterized by diminished cholesterol sulfate signal along the
stratum corneum towards the migrating epithelial tongue. The spatial distribution and
relative abundances of cholesterol sulfate are reported and correlated with the healing time.
The multi-modal imaging approach enabled in-situ high-confidence chemical mapping
based on accurate mass and fragmentation pattern of molecular components, and the use
of endogenous lipid species and immunofluorescence imaging from the same tissue at high
spatial resolution (< few microns).
6.2 Introduction
Skin tissue repair and barrier restoration is a significant aspect of human health.
The outer epidermal skin layer functions as a barrier, which protects against pathogens and
prevents trans-epidermal water loss.1 Cutaneous wound repair is a multifaceted process
which involves a sequence of biological events, characterized by an inflammatory response
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followed by proliferation and subsequent remodeling of the wounded tissue. In order for
wounds to heal properly, temporal regulation of inflammatory, proliferative and
remodeling phases of wound healing are essential, where disruption to any stage of this
progression leads to complications and formation of non-healing chronic wounds.2 Nonhealing chronic wounds impact ~26 million people with diabetes mellitus (DM)
worldwide, with 1 of 3 DM patients developing a foot ulcer during their lifetime; resulting
in an approximate $58 billion annually in the US alone.3-5 Moreover, wounds that achieve
closure can be perceived as in remission, since up to 2 of every 3 ulcers re-occur within 5
years,5 which can be associated with ineffective barrier restoration. Keratinocytes, as
major cellular component of epidermis, require tight regulation during wound healing and
undergo multiple phenotypic changes including migratory, where keratinocytes must first
migrate to cover the wound surface, and then proliferate and differentiate into a stratified
protective epithelium to restore barrier.2, 6
Historically, mouse models have been used to study wound healing for potential
therapeutic applications.7 Despite the large overlap between molecular and cellular
mechanisms, a body of literature addressed significant anatomic and physiologic
divergence found between human and the widely used rodent models2, 4, 8-12 The wound
healing process between the two species is biomechanically and biologically different,
from hair pattern and cycle, thickness of dermal and epidermal layers, to speed and
mechanisms of wound closure (rodent skin heals by contraction primarily, whereas human
skin heals by re-epithelialization). As a result, most therapeutic agents that were shown to
be successful in enhancing wound healing in animal models turned out to be unsuccessful
in clinical trials.2, 12 Limitation of translatability of mouse wound healing models and
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inadequacy to recapitulate the clinical features of chronic wounds are some of the major
reasons that impeded development of effective therapies.2, 8-10 There has been a notable
increase in utilization of human wound models, including ex vivo wound model and human
skin equivalents (HSEs). The translatability of human ex vivo wound model is very high as
documented by recent studies ranging from infection and immunity, scar formation,
angiogenesis, hair follicle neogenesis, wound re-epithelialization,13-17 as well as for
cosmetological application, such as penetration of fatty acids into human skin.18-20
It has been shown that SC lipids are comprised of ceramides, free fatty acids, and
cholesterol.21-23 Changes in skin metabolites with age have also been documented,
supporting the idea that de-regulation of lipids may lead to loss of skin elasticity or antioxidant capability.24 While the makeup of healthy stratum corneum and epidermis is mostly
understood, the role of lipids involved in skin repair has not been extensively studied. In
atopic eczema patients, decreased free fatty acid (FFA) chain length has been observed in
the SC of non-lesional skin but especially in lesional regions.25 Recently, it was
demonstrated that long chain fatty acids and cholesterol were correlated with faster
recovery from transepidermal water loss and SC hydration.26 While bulk methods such as
Raman spectroscopy and liquid chromatography have shown promises in the study of the
wound healing research,27,

28

they lack the specificity to identify and map molecular

components during the skin healing process. On the other hand, Mass Spectrometry
Imaging (MSI) has been shown to be very informative, generating molecular maps with
high spatial resolution (e.g., using TOF-SIMS19, 20) and the distribution of a wide variety
of molecular components (e.g., using matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization,
MALDI29). When complemented with traditional fluorescence microscopy for secondary
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confirmation,30-32 MSI have been successfully applied to the study of biological problems
combining spatial localization and high mass resolution measurements.33
Recently, MALDI was applied for the study of a living skin equivalent model with
a focus on incisional wound healing.29 Several authors have demonstrated the suitability of
the SIMS platform for applications in skin research including the penetration of topically
applied ceramides,20 fatty acids,19 pharmaceuticals,34 and age-related SC lipids.35
6.3 Experimental Section
6.3.1 Ex-vivo skin wound protocol
Healthy human skin specimens were obtained as discarded tissue from reduction
surgery procedures in accordance to institutional approvals as previously described. 36
University of Miami Institutional Review Board (IRB) determined that such protocol does
not constitute Human Subject Research per 45 CFR46.101.2. Human skin specimens from
these reduction surgery were used to generate acute wounds as previously described.36, 37
Briefly, human skin was obtained following an abdominoplasty procedure from age
matched healthy male donors. Skin was excised so as to remove the subcutaneous layer
before excising a circular disk using an 8 mm biopsy punch. A smaller, 3 mm medial punch
in the center was used to induce an acute wound, corresponding to removal of epidermis.
Tissues were grown on air-liquid interface and supplemented daily with growth media
containing Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with Fetal Bovine
Serum (FBS), antibiotic/antimycotic (Figure 6.1 a and b). Tissues were harvested by flash
freezing at the time of wound induction (0h), or 48h, and 96h after wound induction. A
cryotome was used to section tissue perpendicular to the initial acute wound, resulting in
12 µm thick slices thaw-mounted onto conductive Indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated glass
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slides. Alternating tissue slices were taken for Hematoxylin and Eosin staining and TOFSIMS analysis, respectively.
6.3.2 TOF-SIMS imaging of skin sections
Slides containing tissue sections were kept frozen at -80 °C until dehydration.
Tissues mounted on ITO slides were freeze-dried over dry ice in a custom-built vacuum
drier equipped with a cold trap for 2 hours. Samples were allowed to warm to room
temperature before transferring into the analytical chamber of the mass spectrometer. TOFSIMS experiments were carried out on a TOF-SIMS5 instrument (ION-TOF, Münster,
Germany), fitted with a bismuth NanoProbe column operated at 25 keV, selected for Bi 3+
clusters,38, 39 and an electron flood gun to reduce charging during analysis. The TOF-SIMS
instrument was operated in the “high current bunched” (HCBU) mode, described
elsewhere.32, 40 A typical spatial resolution of < 2.6 µm (20% to 80% of maximum on
tissue) and a resolving power of m/Δm ~8,000 at a m/z of 465 were observed. Experiments
were carried out at primary ion doses of 3 × 1012 primary ions•cm-2 over selected 400 ×
400 µm regions of re-epithelialized tissue, directed by parallel H&E staining and postanalysis fluorescence microscopy. Data were collected and processed using the ION-TOF
SurfaceLab 6.4 (Münster, Germany).
6.3.3 Rehydration and Immunofluorescence labeling
Following TOF-SIMS analysis, samples were fixed in ice cold acetone for 2 min
and air dried prior to staining. Samples were blocked for 1hr with 2.5% normal goat serum
in Phosphate Buffered Saline supplemented with 0.01% Tween (PBSt), prior to incubating
with Rabbit anti-Cav1 (1:100, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, cat # HPA049326) and
mouse anti-filaggrin antibodies (1:200 Abcam, Cambridge, UK, cat# ab3137) overnight at
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4oC and then with either Alexa 488 anti-rabbit or Alexa 594 anti-mouse secondary
antibodies (Life technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and mounted using Prolong Gold
Antifade with DAPI (Life Technologies). Immunofluorescent and phase contrast images
were obtained using a Keyence BZ-X700 inverted microscope (Osaka, Japan) and
compared to TOF-SIMS-based imaging.
6.3.4 MALDI FT-ICR MS Imaging of skin sections
Parallel skin tissue samples were prepared on ITO coated slides and dehydrated
similar to TOF-SIMS samples described above. Cholesterol sulfate standard (SigmaAldrich) was prepared in methanol and used to obtain reference spectra. Samples were then
coated with 9-aminoacridine (Sigma-Aldrich) via sublimation (200 × 152 mm apparatus,
p/n Z258717, Sigma-Aldrich). Briefly, 300 mg 9-AA was added to the bottom of the
sublimation chamber. Next, the sample slide was fixed to the cold finger using doublesided carbon tape for heat transfer. The apparatus was then assembled and the cold finger
filled with an ice slush. Sublimation was carried out for 9 minutes at a sand bath
temperature of 190 °C and pressure of 6 mbar.
MALDI imaging was carried out in a SolariX 7.0T instrument (Bruker Daltonics
Inc., Billerica, MA). A Smartbeam Nd:YAG laser was operated at 500 Hz at a laser power
of 40% and focus set to ‘minimum.’ A total of 800 shots were collected at each spectrum,
with a step size of 50 µm for tissue imaging experiments. For MS2 confirmation of
cholesterol sulfate standard, an isolation window of 1 m/z and a CID energy of 40 eV was
used.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Re-epithelialization of Ex-vivo human skin
Ex -vivo human tissue sections were obtained such that each slice reveals epidermis,
dermis, and regions of re-epithelialized skin. As demonstrated by Figure 6.1 (C-E), the
epithelial tongue migrates inward from the edge of the initial ~3 mm wound crater as a
function of incubation time in the air-liquid interface previously described. Using IF
staining, the stratum corneum (SC), stratum granulosum (SG), stratum spinosum (SS), and
stratum basale (SB) of the epidermis can be clearly observed (Figure 6.1 F). Antibodies
against Filaggrin (red), a significant epidermal protein, primarily stained the lipid envelope
of corneocytes of the SC, and to a lesser extent, the SG. DAPI (blue), an AT-region DNA
fluorescent dye, was observed to stain nuclei of keratinocytes of the SG and SS. Antibodies
against Cav-1 (green), a scaffolding protein, were observed to stain cells of the SB.36
6.4.2 Control experiments on skin dehydration
Taken together, phase contrast and IF provide an avenue for verifying the sample
integrity following a freeze-drying procedure, while also allowing for epidermal layers to
be referenced in relation to endogenous markers. It has been shown that freeze-drying can
prevent the loss of diffusible ions and endogenous lipids.41 in the case of skin section,
control experiments were performed to evaluate the viability of the freeze-drying process.
TOF-SIMS and immunofluorescence images are shown from the same tissue slice
(Figure 6.2); note that in-situ analysis implies that immunofluorescence images correspond
to sections hydrated/stained after TOF-SIMS analysis. Fatty acids FA 24:0, 25:0, and 26:0
[M-H]- ions co-localize with Filaggrin in the SC. In addition, adenine [M-H]- ions (m/z
134.1) also colocalize with DAPI in region of the nuclei in the epidermis. Considering the
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good correspondence between the images, this freeze-drying was considered effective for
preserving the epidermis.
6.4.3 TOF-SIMS imaging
Positive mode TOF-SIMS analysis of ex-vivo human skin reveals a structured
assembly of lipids, including cholesterol, ceramides, and sphingosine and phosphocholine.
Negative mode TOF-SIMS reveals short-chain fatty acids (≤ C18), long-chain fatty acids
(≥ C20), cholesterol sulfate, α-tocopherol, and sphingomyelin. The SC, SG, corneocytes of
the viable epidermis, and the dermis can be represented by long-chain fatty acids,
cholesterol sulfate, adenine, and sphingomyelin, respectively (Figure 6.3). The distribution
of fatty acids and cholesterol sulfate is expected, as the stratum corneum is known to be
comprised of mostly ceramides, cholesterol, and free fatty acids.1 In the positive polarity,
cholesterol and various ceramides are observed as [M-H2O+H]+ and [M+Na]+,
respectively. Cholesterol sulfate, which is secreted from keratinocytes and migrates toward
the lamellar membrane of the SC,1 is here observed in the SG and SC in agreement with
previous reports.42
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Figure 6.1. (A) Tissue disks incubating in an air-liquid interface. (B) Schematic representation of biopsy
punch and resulting disk. (C-E) H&E staining of parallel tissue sections. (F) Fluorescence microscopy using
Filaggrin, Cav-1, and DAPI to delineate the stratum corneum, granulosum, spinosum, and basale of the
epidermis.
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Figure 6.2. Phase contrast, fluorescence, and secondary ion images of an unwounded region of skin tissue.
Negative ion images of cholesterol sulfate, adenine, α-Tocopherol, FA 24:0, 25:0, 26:0 are of the form [MH]-. The ion at 168.0 m/z is used here to represent the Sphingomyelin headgroup. A comparison between
fluorescence and SIMS overlay demonstrates the fidelity of endogenous lipids as biomarkers for epidermal
layers.
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Figure 6.3. TOF-SIMS imaging of unwounded skin tissue in positive mode (A-E) and negative mode (F-J)
detection. Here, the m/z of 184 is shown to represent PC headgroup. For (C) cholesterol and (H) cholesterol
sulfate, the [M-H2O+H]+ and [M-H]- ions, respectively, are shown. Images D, E, G, I, and J are constructed
as the sum of various channels of the same lipid class, shown in Supplementary Figure S15 and listed in
detail in Supplementary Table S2.
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6.4.4 MALDI FT-ICR MS Imaging
The localization and TOF-SIMS assignment of the cholesterol sulfate were
confirmed with MALDI FT-ICR MS imaging (accurate mass) and fragmentation studies
using a standard. MALDI FT-ICR MS imaging from a 96 h epithelialized skin tissue
section showed the localization of cholesterol sulfate, as well as endogenous markers FA
24:0 and 26:0 of the stratum corneum (Figure 6.4), in good agreement with the TOF-SIMS
observations. The MS/MS analysis of the cholesterol sulfate standard showed the typical
ion fragment ion SO4H- (Supplementary Figure S16 and S17), in good agreement with the
on- tissue analyses MALDI-FT-ICR MS/MS analysis and TOF-SIMS observations
(Supplementary Figure S16).
6.4.5 TOF-SIMS imaging of re-epithelialized skin
Using a Cav-1 stain, the wound edge of re-epithelialized skin tissue can be precisely
determined.36 From left to right, the disruption of IF labeled basal keratinocytes indicates
where the initial biopsy occurred (Figure 6.5). In addition, it can be observed from TOFSIMS secondary ion images that stratification of characteristic lipids of each epidermal
layer is disrupted at the migrating epithelial tongue.
6.4.6 Cholesterol sulfate distribution in acute wounds
Cholesterol sulfate is a precursor excreted by keratinocytes of the SG layer, which
becomes transformed by steroid sulfatase into cholesterol as it migrates toward the SC as
a vital component of the permeability barrier.1, 42 When a tissue region is analyzed in both
TOF-SIMS polarities, cholesterol sulfate (negative ion mode) and cholesterol (positive ion
mode) are co-localized in the epithelium (Figure 6.3). From the TOF-SIMS analysis,
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cholesterol sulfate density in the epidermis appears to peak between the SG and SC. In
Figure 6.6, cholesterol sulfate is mapped across a 400 µm area of skin tissue near the site
of the initial acute wound. In areas of unwounded epidermis (e.g., 0h tissue section shown
in Figure 6.6), cholesterol sulfate signal is relatively uniform. Along the epithelial tongue,
however, cholesterol sulfate expression is diminished as a function of distance from the
initial wound edge. In order to determine trends in cholesterol sulfate across various SIMS
analyses, analyzed tissue areas were virtually divided in 100 µm segments, roughly
equivalent to the distance epithelialized every 24h of incubation. The secondary ion yield
(YSI) of the m/z of 465.3 was integrated per segments and summarized as a boxplot in
Figure 6.6. Data from multiple replicate analyses from 48h and 96h epithelialized tissue
are considered. As a general trend, diminished cholesterol sulfate towards newly formed
epithelial tissue is observed. One implication of such a epithelialization dynamics may be
related to the incorporation of caveolin-1 into the membranes of the basal layer of the
epidermis. Caveolins, a family of scaffolding proteins, have previously been demonstrated
to be cholesterol dependent for incorporation into lipid membranes.43, 44 This relationship
may be advantageous for skin repair, as caveolin-1 has been demonstrated to function as a
negative regulator of proliferation,45, 46 and elevated caveolin-1 levels have been reported
to be characteristic of reduced corneal re-epithelialization capacity.47 Acute wounds exhibit
decreased levels of caveolin-1 and conversely, non-healing chronic wounds exhibit
elevated levels of caveolin-1.36 Therefore, attenuation of cholesterol should lead to
attenuation of caveolin-1 in the basal layer, thereby facilitating the rate of reepithelialization. Treatment of wounded ex-vivo tissue with methyl-ß-cyclodextrin
(MBCD) to remove cholesterol or genetic ablation of caveolin-1, indeed does accelerate
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wound closure 36. Taken together, cholesterol and cholesterol sulfate might possibly be a
proxy for caveolin-1 levels, and consequentially, for the epithelialization capacity.

Figure 6.4. MALDI FT-ICR MS imaging of 96h re-epithelialized tissue coated with 9-AA and MALDI FTICR MS/MS of cholesterol sulfate standard and on-tissue CID.
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Figure 6.5. Optical, SIMS imaging, and fluorescence imaging of re-epithelializing skin tissue. The ‘U’ and
‘R’ denote unwounded and re-epithelialized areas of 48h incubated skin, respectively. Individual secondary
ion images comprising the SIMS overlay are shown in the middle row. Secondary ion images of
sphingomyelin is represented as the of ion at 168.0 m/z. Here, signal of fatty acids 20:0-28:0 were combined
and shown as a summed secondary ion image.

Figure 6.6. Cholesterol sulfate progression in re-epithelializing tissue. The top row shows SIMS overlays of
FA 20:0-28:0 (Red), cholesterol sulfate (yellow), adenine (blue), and sphingomyelin (grey). The red dashed
line denotes the wound edge, as corroborated by microscopy. A typical linescan plot of the 96h reepithelialized tissue (denoted with an *) in the lower left shows the integrated y-area intensity of cholesterol
sulfate as a function of distance. Profiles were divided into quarters roughly equivalent to 24 h of reepitheliazation. In the lower right, a boxplot shows the minimum, maximum, lower quartile, upper quartile,
median (line) and mean (circle) of observations from 48h and 96h incubated tissues. N=7 for -100-200 µm;
N=6 for 201-300; N=4 for 301-400 µm.
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Table 6.1. Tentative secondary ion assignments. Lipids denoted with an * were confirmed by complimentary
MALDI FT-ICR MS analysis. Cholesterol sulfate (**) was additionally confirmed using MS 2.

Tentative ID

Tentative
Chemical
Formula

Reference

134.1

Adenine

C5H4N4-

168.0

SM
Headgroup

C4H11NO4P-

253.2

FA 16:1

C16H29O2-

255.2

FA 16:0

C16H31O2-

279.2

FA 18:2

C18H31O2-

281.2

FA 18:1

C18H33O2-

283.3

FA 18:0

C18H35O2-

311.3

FA 20:0

C20H39O2-

325.3

FA 21:0

C21H41O2-

339.3

FA 22:0

C22H43O2-

353.3

FA 23:0

C23H45O2-

367.4

FA 24:0*

C24H47O2-

381.4

FA 25:0

C25H49O2-

395.4

FA 26:0*

C26H51O2-

409.4

FA 27:0

C27H53O2-

426.4

FA 28:0

C28H55O2-

429.4

α-Tocopherol
Cholesterol
sulfate**

C29H49O2-

SIMS 20
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20, 35, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20, 35, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20
LC-MS 22
SIMS 20

C27H45SO4-

SIMS 20, 35, 50

SIMS
m/z

465.3

MALDI
FT-ICR
MS
error
(ppm)

Region
(sublayer)

Ion
form

Symbol

SIMS 48

Epidermis
(SG,SS)

[M-H]-

•

SIMS 49

Dermis

-

○

SIMS 18-20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 18-20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 18-20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 18-20, 50
LC-MS 22
SIMS 18-20, 50
LC-MS 22

Dermis,
Epidermis
Dermis,
Epidermis
Dermis,
Epidermis
Dermis,
Epidermis
Dermis,
Epidermis
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Epidermis
(SC)
Dermis
Epidermis
(SS,SG,SC)

[M-H]-

▲

[M-H]-

▲

[M-H]-

▲

[M-H]-

▲

[M-H]-

▲

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

▼

[M-H]-

■

[M-H]-

♦

LC-MS 22
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0.81

-1.42

0.53

6.5 Conclusions
The use of multi-modal, in-situ mass spectrometry and immunofluorescence
imaging allowed for the study of the ex-vivo acute wound healing epithelization by
correlating cholesterol, cholesterol sulfate, FA and lipid signals with the high selectivity of
immunofluorescence staining for discrete epidermal layers (SC, SG, SS, SB) from the same
tissue section. The high spatial resolution MSI images allowed for precise visualization of
skin layers and provides a useful tool for localizing key molecular components during the
process of human skin repair. For example, the potential of endogenous markers (e.g., fatty
acids ≤ FA 20:0, adenine m/z 134.1, and sphingomyelin m/z 687.5 C38H76N2PO6-) to
differentiate layers of the skin is shown. Moreover, accurate mass and tandem MS/MS
from tissue slices allowed for the confirmation of TOF-SIMS assignments of molecular
signals (e.g., cholesterol sulfate in skin sections). Experiments demonstrated that
cholesterol sulfate signal is diminished in the SC from the wound edge towards the
epithelial tongue. These results are in good agreement with previous observations of
attenuation of caveolin-1 in the basal layer and suggest the possibility of using cholesterol
sulfate as a biomarker by which human skin epithelization may be evaluated.
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CHAPTER 7: Closing remarks
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The applications employed in these chapters exemplify the advantages of utilizing
multimodal approaches to increase the quality of TOF-SIMS imaging experiments. In
Chapter 2, the simultaneous detection of ‘characteristic’ components with SIMS, along
with the secondary electron imaging of the morphology of the smooth particulate further
confirmed the residue origin. In Chapter 3, the molecular ion of an anti-tumor drug was
imaged at a sub-cellular spatial resolution of 250 nm, a feat only accomplished by
contemporary investigators using atomic species. More importantly, the utilization of a
clever and time-effective dual-beam approach allowed for replicate single-cell analyses,
setting a trend for replicate analysis in the community. The incorporation of fluorescent
staining in biological preparations afforded an additional measure of quality control for
challenging biological samples, including mosquito follicles (Chapters 4 and 5) and exvivo skin tissue (Chapter 6). The use of complimentary techniques, such ultra-high mass
resolution MALDI FT-ICR MS, LC-MS/MS, and fluorescence microscopy were vital in
improving the confidence and specificity during chemical imaging.
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APPENDICES
Supplementary Figure S1: Typical negative HCBU spectral mode of the GSR
(15x10μm).Notice the observations of the Si-, Pb-, PbOH-, SbC-, and SbOn- series.
Bismuth is observed due to backscattering of the primary ion beam.
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Supplementary Figure S2: Typical TOF-SIMS negative mode spectra in HBCU mode of
A-172 cells treated with 200 µM of ABT-737 on a gold substrate. In the inset, proposed
fragmentation channels are shown.
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Supplementary Figure S3: Typical 2D-TOF-SIMS negative ion chemical maps of A-172
cells obtained in BU mode. Image size 100 µm × 100 µm, 512 × 512 pixels. a) m/z 158.9
HP2O6- b) sum of fatty acids (m/z 255.2 [C16:0-H]-, m/z 281.2 [C18:1-H]-, and m/z 283.2
[C18:0-H]-) c) m/z 590.85 Au3- d) some of characteristic fragment ions of ABT 737
(m/z 46.9 NO2- and m/z 109.1 C6H5S-) e) Image overlay of m/z 158.9 HP2O6- in red, sum
of fatty acids (m/z 255.2 [C16:0-H]-, m/z 281.2 [C18:1-H]-, and m/z 283.2 [C18:0-H]-) in
grey, m/z 590.85 Au3- in orange and some of characteristic fragment ions of ABT 737
(m/z 46.9 NO2- and m/z 109.1 C6H5S-) in blue.
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Supplementary Figure S4: Software reconstructed 3D images for non-flat surfaces of
water- and sucrose-diet ovarian follicles. The X and Y axis are shown in pixels (1pixel =
1.56 µm). For details, the reader is referred to: M. A. Robinson, D. J. Graham and D. G.
Castner, Analytical Chemistry, 2012, 84, 4880-4885.
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Supplementary Figure S5: Comparison of sum PC signals in the 3D-MSI. Analysis is
comprised of two individual follicles each feeding conditions (i.e., water- and sucrose-fed
females). Bars represent the mean and the standard error of the mean (SEM) of duplicate
measurements. Asterisks denote significant difference (unpaired t-test: * p<=0.05).
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Supplementary Figure S6: Top) Typical sum spectrum of a 3D-MSI analysis of a single
ovarian follicle. The spectrum shown was acquired in positive polarity from a sucrose-fed
adult female insect. Bottom) Signals corresponding to diacyglycerides (DG),
triacyglycerides (TG) and phosphatidylcholine are labeled. TG are denoted with triangles.
Indium tin-oxide signals corresponds to the glass substrate.
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Supplementary Figure S7: Experimental design for the labeling of insect TG stores. Ae.
aegypti were allowed access to each diet as indicated. At day-3, insects were dissected
and remaining mosquitoes were placed on diverging diets. Insects were collected at day3, day-7, and day-11 after initial feeding
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Supplementary Figure S8: Typical TOF-SIMS positive polarity spectra of DGs and TGs.
Filled and hollow triangles denote most likely labeled and unlabeled lipid species.
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Supplementary Figure S9: Secondary ion yield ratios of (M+1)/M for each TG species.
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Supplementary Figure S10: Ratios of (M+1)/M signal for selected TGs from mobilityfiltered extracted ion chromatogram peak areas. The red scatter plot denotes the expected
values of (M+1)/M based on 13C isotopic abundance.
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Supplementary Figure S11: Extracted Ion Chromatograms of selected triacylglyceride
species.
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Supplementary Figure S12: Extracted Mobilograms of selected triacylglyceride species.
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Supplementary Figure S13: Typical positive polarity mass spectra obtained from ovarian
extracts.
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Supplementary Figure S14: Typical positive polarity mass spectra obtained from fat body
extracts.
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Supplementary Table S1: TOF-SIMS Secondary ion assignments.
TOF-SIMS
m/z

Designation

PC

104.1

PC Headgroup

Proposed
chemical
formula
C5H14NO

PC

184.1

PC Headgroup

C5H15NPO4

184.07

Salt cluster
Salt cluster

80.9
82.9

Nurse Cells
Nurse Cells

Na(NaCl)
Na(Na37Cl)

80.95
82.94

Salt cluster

138.9

Nurse Cells

Na(NaCl)2

138.91

Salt cluster

140.9

Nurse Cells

Na(Na37Cl)2

140.90

Assignment

Ion form

Theoretical
m/z
104.11

TG 48:3

[M+Na]+

823.7

Unlabeled

C51H92O6Na

823.679

TG 48:2

[M+Na]+

825.7

Unlabeled

C51H94O6Na

825.694

TG 48:1

[M+Na]+

827.7

Unlabeled

C51H96O6Na

827.710

TG 50:5

[M+Na]+

847.7

Unlabeled

C53H92O6Na

847.679

TG 50:4

[M+Na]+

849.7

Unlabeled

C53H94O6Na

849.694

TG 50:3

[M+Na]+

851.7

Unlabeled

C53H96O6Na

851.710

TG 50:2

[M+Na]+

853.7

Unlabeled

C53H98O6Na

853.726

TG 50:1

[M+Na]+

855.7

Unlabeled

C53H100O6Na

855.741

TG 52:5

[M+Na]+

875.7

Unlabeled

C55H96O6Na

875.710

TG 52:4

[M+Na]+

877.7

Unlabeled

C55H98O6Na

877.726

TG 52:3

[M+Na]+

879.7

Unlabeled

C55H100O6Na

879.741

TG 52:2

[M+Na]+

881.8

Unlabeled

C55H102O6Na

881.757

TG 52:1

[M+Na]+

883.8

Unlabeled

C55H104O6Na

883.773

TG 54:6

[M+Na]+

901.7

Unlabeled

C57H98O6Na

901.726

TG 54:5

[M+Na]+

903.7

Unlabeled

C57H100O6Na

903.741

TG 54:4

[M+Na]+

905.8

Unlabeled

C57H102O6Na

905.757

TG 54:3

[M+Na]+

907.8

Unlabeled

C57H104O6Na

907.773

TG 54:2
TG 48:3
1×2H
TG 48:2
1×2H
TG 48:1
1×2H
TG 50:5
1×2H

[M+Na]+

909.8

Unlabeled

C57H106O6Na

909.788

[M+Na]+

824.7

Labeled

C51H91O6D1Na

824.685

[M+Na]+

826.7

Labeled

C51H93O6D1Na

826.701

[M+Na]+

828.7

Labeled

C51H95O6D1Na

828.716

[M+Na]+

848.7

Labeled

C53H91O6D1Na

848.685
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TG 50:4
1×2H
TG 50:3
1×2H
TG 50:2
1×2H
TG 50:1
1×2H
TG 52:5
1×2H
TG 52:4
1×2H
TG 52:3
1×2H
TG 52:2
1×2H
TG 52:1
1×2H
TG 54:6
1×2H
TG 54:5
1×2H
TG 54:4
1×2H
TG 54:3
1×2H
TG 54:2
1×2H

[M+Na]+

850.7

Labeled

C53H93O6D1Na

850.701

[M+Na]+

852.7

Labeled

C53H95O6D1Na

852.716

[M+Na]+

854.7

Labeled

C53H97O6D1Na

854.732

[M+Na]+

856.7

Labeled

C53H99O6D1Na

856.747

[M+Na]+

876.7

Labeled

C55H95O6D1Na

876.716

[M+Na]+

878.7

Labeled

C55H97O6D1Na

878.732

[M+Na]+

880.7

Labeled

C55H99O6D1Na

880.747

[M+Na]+

882.8

Labeled

C55H101O6D1Na

882.763

[M+Na]+

884.8

Labeled

C55H103O6D1Na

884.779

[M+Na]+

902.7

Labeled

C57H97O6D1Na

902.732

[M+Na]+

904.7

Labeled

C57H99O6D1Na

904.747

[M+Na]+

906.8

Labeled

C57H101O6D1Na

906.763

[M+Na]+

908.8

Labeled

C57H103O6D1Na

908.779

[M+Na]+

910.8

Labeled

C57H105O6D1Na

910.794
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Supplementary Figure S15: Positive mode TOF-SIMS imaging of sphingosine fragment
ions and ceramides. Images denoted with an asterisk are shown as the sum of the
individual lipid species.
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Supplementary Figure S16: Positive and Negative mode TOF-SIMS spectra of
cholesterol and cholesterol sulfate standards.
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Supplementary Figure S17: Negative mode MALDI-FT-ICR MS analysis of a cholesterol
sulfate standard and confirmation of cholesterol sulfate on tissue. Here, Q1 was set to
transmit 465.3 ± 1 m/z and collision induced dissociation was performed at 40 eV. The
presence of the sulfate ion SO4H- at 97.96 m/z, annotated with an asterisk, can be used to
confirm the presence of cholesterol sulfate in the stratum corneum of skin tissue coated
with 9-aminoacridine.
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Supplementary Table S2: Positive mode TOF-SIMS tentative lipid assignments.
m/z
184.1
236.2
254.3

Tentative
ID
PC
Headgroup
S16
S16

Tentative
Chemical
Formula

Reference

C5H15NPO4+

SIMS1-3

C16H30N+
C16H32NO+

264.3

S18

C18H34N+

282.3

S18

C18H36NO+

292.3
310.3
320.3
338.3

S20
S20
S22
S22

C20H38N+
C20H40NO+
C22H42N+
C22H44NO+

369.4 Cholesterol

C27H45+

SIMS4
LC-MS/MS5
MALDI-MS6
SIMS4
LC-MS/MS5
MALDI-MS6
LC-MS/MS7
LC-MS/MS7
SIMS1, 2
LC-MS8

521.4

DG 30:1

C33H61O4+

523.5

DG 30:0

C33H63O4+

547.4

DG 32:2

C35H63O4+

SIMS1, 2

549.4

DG 32:1

C35H65O4+

SIMS1, 2

551.5

DG 32:0

C35H67O4+

SIMS1

575.5

DG 34:2

C37H67O4+

SIMS1, 2

577.5

DG 34:1

C37H69O4+

SIMS1, 2

579.6

DG 34:0

C37H71O4+

SIMS1

599.5

DG 36:4

C39H67O4+

601.5

DG 36:3

C39H69O4+

SIMS1, 2

603.5

DG 36:2

C39H71O4+

SIMS1, 2

605.5

DG 36:1

C39H73O4+

SIMS1
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Region (sublayer)

Ion form

Symbol

Epidermis
(SB), Dermis
Epidermis (SC)
Epidermis (SC)

[M-2(H2O)+H]+
[M-H2O+H]+

■
■

Epidermis (SC)

[M-2(H2O)+H]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M-H2O+H]+

■

Epidermis (SC)
Epidermis (SC)
Epidermis (SC)
Epidermis (SC)
Epidermis
(SC,SG,SS)
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis
Epidermis
(SC), Dermis

[M-2(H2O)+H]+
[M-H2O+H]+
[M-2(H2O)+H]+
[M-H2O+H]+

■
■
■
■

[M-H2O+H]+

♦

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

○

607.6

DG 36:0

C39H75O4+

688.5

Cer NH 42
/ AS 42

C42H83NO4Na+

690.5

Cer NP 42

C42H85NO4Na+

700.6

Cer NS 44

C44H87NO3Na+

704.6

Cer AH
42:0

C42H83NO5Na+

706.6

Cer AP 42

C42H85NO5Na+

716.6

Cer NH 44
/ AS 44

C44H87NO4Na+

718.7

Cer NP 44

C44H89NO4Na+

728.6

Cer NS 46

C46H91NO3Na+

730.7

Cer NdS 46

C46H93NO3Na+

732.6

Cer AH 44

C44H87NO5Na+

734.6

Cer AP 44

C44H89NO5Na+

744.7

Cer NH 46
/ AS 46

C46H91NO4Na+

746.6

Cer NP 46

C46H93NO4Na+

756.6

Cer NS 48

C48H95NO3Na+

758.6

Cer NdS 48

C48H97NO3Na+

SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
LC-MS8
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Epidermis
(SC), Dermis

[M-H2O+H]+

▲

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

760.6

Cer AH 46

C46H91NO5Na+

762.7

Cer AP 46

C46H93NO5Na+

772.7

Cer NH 48
/ AS 48

C48H95NO4Na+

774.7

Cer NP 48

C48H97NO4Na+

LCMS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
SIMS1
LC-MS8
LC-MS/MS9
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9
LC-MS8
LCMS/MS9

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■

Epidermis (SC)

[M+Na]+

■
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